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HERITAGE by PHILIPPE STARCK

Handmade in America. Guaranteed for life.

Available at emeco.net

going nowhere





Charles, seat system designed by Antonio Citterio. www.bebitalia.com
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THE FLYING HOUSE, NEAR 
SEOUL, WAS BUILT FOR A 
SOUTH KOREAN PILOT AND 
CONCEIVED TO EMBODY 
THE SENSATION OF BEING 
AIRBORNE, SEE PAGE 106

TRAVEL &  

TRANSPORT COVER

PHOTOGRAPHY:  
ARNAUD PYVKA

A MODEL OF A FALCON 
JET USED BY HERMÈS  
TO ILLUSTRATE ITS RANGE 
OF UPHOLSTERING 
POSSIBLITIES TO CLIENTS, 
SEE PAGE 076

 TRAVEL & TRANSPORT

076 Cabin crew 
 Pimp your ride with Hermès’ 
 bespoke transport interiors service

080 Power play 
 The future of electric cars

087 Dream boat 
 Mathieu Lehanneur’s pleasure vessel

091 Block tactics  
 Jo’burg’s new retail and lifestyle hub

095 French dressing  
 Dimore Studio’s restored Paris hotel 

099 Departure info 
 The hottest hotel bookings, from Alpine  
 ski lodges to Japanese hot-spring resorts

106 Pilot scheme 
 A top-flight South Korean house 

110 Touching the void 
 An ore-inspiring tribute in Norway

114 Wine & Design 
 Our polished picnic for connoisseurs,  
 plus viticultural accoutrements

 ARCHITECTURE

060 César’s palace 

 An art collector’s restoration of 
 a Luis Barragán casa in Mexico City

 DESIGN

053   NEW! Watches & Jewellery 

   Our new series celebrates dazzling  
   treasures and sublime timepieces

056 Natural selection 

 Collective Design Fair’s new platform

067 One shot 

 The Polaroid for the digital age
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A FRANK GEHRY ‘CONTOUR’ CHAIR IN THE TRIBECA 
APARTMENT OF A NEW YORK COUPLE, SEE PAGE 140

THE MUSEO DE AUTOMOCIÓN LA TORRE IN MADRID,  
THE LOCATION FOR OUR FASHION SHOOT, SEE PAGE 128

071 Leading light 

 Foster + Partners’ high-flying wing

122 Perfect foil 

 A Texas synagogue’s woven magic 

 FASHION

128 Ahead of the curve 

 We’ve gone to great lengths this month

 FOOD

162 Artist’s palate 

 Polly Morgan’s chicken livers with pear

 FRONT OF BOOK

037 Newspaper 

 Our pick of the latest global goings-on

050 The Vinson View 

 Has Eurostar’s design division derailed?  INTERIORS

140 Going dark 

 A New York couple’s cavernous  
 Tribeca apartment is a grey area

150 Peace offerings 

 Our space for inner calm and  
 private contemplation

 MEDIA

098 WallpaperSTORE* 

 Box fresh design, delivered to your door

102 Subscribe to Wallpaper* 
 And get the digital edition too

 RESOURCES

160 Stockists 

 What you want and where to get it
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Limits were yesterday. Today, there’s FREESTILE – 
the new tile collection by OBJECT CARPET. 16 designs, 
64 colourings, 100 % PET. Free in the arrangement 
of the pattern on the floor, free of emissions 
and recyclable, free of conventions and completely 
at home all over the world.

Configurator: www.object-carpet.com/freestile



Probably the best carpet in the world



ArnAud PyvkA  
Photographer

The former creative director and editor-in-
chief of Double magazine, photographer 
Arnaud Pyvka also works with video and  
has had exhibitions at Art Basel Miami  
and Frieze, as well as three solo shows in  
La B.A.N.K Galerie in Paris. This month, 
the Frenchman shot the Hermès private jet 
story on page 076: ‘I focused on being close 
up to the fabrics and the products, to try to 
get across the feel of Hermès’ work,’ he says. 
‘The Hermès team always speak about their 
work with such passion, which is rare.’

ArnAud LAjeunie   
Photographer

Based between Paris and London, French 
photographer Arnaud Lajeunie shot Parisian 
designer Mathieu Lehanneur and his dream 
boat design (page 087), as part of our Travel 
& Transport special. ‘The man was lovely, 
his studio was an empty space made of 
concrete and light, and we shared a common 
love for disco balls,’ says Lajeunie. The  
co-founder and creative director of erotic 
magazine L’Imparfaite, he has exhibited  
at Paris Photo and the Hyères festival. 

SAntiAgo CALAtrAvA   
Architect

This month’s limited-edition cover image  
is a sketch by Santiago Calatrava of New 
York’s Oculus, the white-ribbed main hall  
that he created for the World Trade Center’s 
new transportation hub (see page 045).  
The Zurich-based Spanish architect’s work, 
which includes many bridges and railway 
stations, is typified by advanced engineering 
and dramatic forms, and the purity of this 
soaring design is perfectly adapted to such  
a historically weighted site. 

PoLLy MorgAn   
Artist

British artist Polly Morgan’s work presaged 
the current taxidermy revival by focusing 
not on making animals look life-like, but  
by celebrating their beauty and form while 
underlining their mortality – and our  
own. Her celebrated nest drawings use 
cremated bird ashes, while her elaborately 
contorted snakes are hosted on plinths  
like table-top sculptures. For us this month, 
she has contributed some of the more  
edible contents of her refrigerator for our 
Artist’s Palate recipe (page 162).

tobiAS HArvey   
Photographer

A long-standing Wallpaper* contributor, 
Tobias Harvey has shot countless still-life 
stories for the magazine, many of them 
involving beautifully styled food for our 
entertaining sections. Based in Essex, UK, 
he works for many leading international 
publications. His personal projects cover 
everything from Tibetan landscapes to 
spooky country churches, rusty tractors 
and crumbling wartime bunkers. For us, 
he turned his focus to our contemplative 
Space story (page 150). 

MAríA gArCíA HoLLey   
Writer and curator

An editor, researcher and curator, María 
García Holley works at the challenging 
intersection of architecture, media and civic 
engagement in Mexico City. In 2013, she 
co-founded Andamio, a research practice 
that explores the boundaries of architecture, 
design and culture. For us this month, she 
has charted the rebirth of Casa Pedregal 
(page 060), one of Pritzker Prize-winner 
Luis Barragán’s most lovely and important 
residential spaces in Mexico City.

Illustrator: Kate copeland  wrIter: paul Mccann

Contributors
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London 238-244 Brompton Road

8 sofa designed by Piero Lissoni at Shore House by Mount Fuji Architects, Japan — cassina.com

The Other Conversation
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www.marazzi.it

Marazzi. Your space.

Extraordinary everyday.  
The rarest forms of marble for the new 
Allmarble stoneware collection.





Travel and transport has been front of  
mind lately, having just returned from 
Milan’s Salone del Mobile and our annual 
Handmade presentation, which this year 
was themed Hotel Wallpaper*. More about 
that in the August issue. This issue we’re off 
on another journey that takes in amongst 
other things: a Luis Barragán house perched 
on petrified lava in Mexico City (p060), 
Dimore Studio’s transformation of a storied 
Parisian mansion into a bijou hotel (p095), 
a pilot’s aviation-inspired digs in South Korea 
(p106), Peter Zumthor’s mining museum 
and rest stop in a Norwegian gorge (p110), 
and a fashion shoot at Mansilla + Tuñon’s 
on-its-way automotive museum in Madrid 
(p128). Mode of transport? How about the 
train departing from Santiago Calatrava’s 
‘Oculus’ transportation hub in New York 
(p045)? Or take flight in the world’s most 
luxurious plane seat, courtesy of Hermès 
(p076). Boat? Try Mathieu Lehanneur’s 
maiden voyage into marine design (p087). 
Or test drive a new-era electric car (p080). 
And whatever you choose, arrive looking 
sharp in an uncreaseable suit (p037).

 Although all the major airlines are 
continually striving to improve the flying 
experience, it generally still involves 

The only way to travel
trudging to an out-of-centre mega-airport, 
interminable queues and a tedious hike to 
your gate. And no matter how comfortable 
your seat is, you are basically intimately 
trapped in a fetid tin can for several hours 
with a planeload of germ-ridden strangers.

 The only truly pleasurable way to fly  
is, of course, the private jet. I’m not in 
possession of one myself, but I have a few 
generous friends who are. At a recent dinner 
hosted by the president of an Italian leather 
goods company, conversation turned to  
the ever-growing demands of global travel 
and how, for him, a private jet is a necessity 
rather than a nicety. It would be impossible 
to fulfil his many commitments in Europe, 
the US and Asia without one. A colleague 
asked if it was possible to change direction 
and destination mid-flight. ‘Affirmative,’ 
was the reply. With a call to the appropriate 
air traffic controllers, a change of plan is not 
difficult. In fact, on one of his most frequent 
hops, New York to Milan, he often makes  
a last minute diversion – to Iceland – for a 
spot of lunch. ‘I know a very nice family-run 
restaurant in Reykjavik. Lovely people,  
good simple food, and the air is so fresh.’ 
Now that’s the way to travel.
Captain Tony Chambers, Editor-in-Chief

Limited-edition cover 

by Santiago Calatrava

Architect Santiago 

Calatrava’s limited-

edition cover features  

a sketch of his Oculus 

(pictured top), the 

arched structure above 

New York’s World Trade 

Center Transportation 

Hub. See page 045

Limited-edition  

covers are available  

to subscribers,  

see Wallpaper.com

Wallpaper* is printed  

on UPM Star, upm.com

Newsstand cover

Photography:  

Arnaud Pyvka 

Fashion:  

Jason Hughes

Hermès’ fully reclinable 

seat for a client’s Airbus 

A319, see page 076

Jacket, £1,560; top, £700; 

trousers, £350; shoes, 

£670, all by Hermès.  

Socks, £12, by Falke

Grooming: Roberto 

Pagnini at Airport Agency

Model: Tobias Lundh  

at SUPA
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MOSCOW, TAIPEI, PARIS, LONDON, NEW YORK

MILAN, ROME, BARCELONA, HONG KONG, 
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PHoToGrAPHy: PHIL dUnLoP  fASHIon: jASon HUGHES

 Creased  
lightning
The fashion houses ironing out the issues 
faced by today’s modern travellers 

SuiT, £750, by Paul SmiTh. 

Rollneck, £150; caRdigan, 

£175, boTh by PRingle of 

ScoTland. SockS, £12, by falke.  

ShoeS, £400, by chuRch’S

‘haRPeR’ dining Table, fRom 

£2,950, by Pinch. ‘Radicchio’ 

eSTaTe emulSion, £40 PeR  

2.5 liTReS, by faRRow & ball

∑ 037
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WRITER: KATRINA ISRAEL

SUIT, £525, BY BROOKS 

BROTHERS. ROLLNECK,  

£139, BY JOHN SMEDLEY. 

SOCKS; SHOES, AS BEFORE

‘CH88P’ CHAIR, £560, BY HANS 

WEGNER, FOR CARL HANSEN  

& SØN. ‘INVISIBLE GREEN’ MATT 

EMULSION, £38 PER 2.5 LITRES, 

BY LITTLE GREENE

SUIT, £500, BY TOMMY 

HILFIGER TAILORED.  

SOCKS; SHOES, AS BEFORE

‘MOUSE’S BACK’ ESTATE 

EMULSION, £40 PER 2.5 LITRES, 

BY FARROW & BALL

SUIT, £1,690, BY DUNHILL. 

CREWNECK, £140, BY PAUL  

SMITH. BRIEFCASE, £1,470,  

BY TOD’S. SOCKS; SHOES,  

AS BEFORE

‘MOON SHADOW’ MATT 

EMULSION, £38 PER 2.5 LITRES, 

BY LITTLE GREENE

FOR STOCKISTS, SEE PAGE 160

The pace of the modern businessman, who changes 

time zones like he changes ties, was the inspiration 

behind Paul Smith’s line for the contemporary nomad, 

aptly named ‘A Suit To Travel In’. ‘I’m constantly on the 

go and often have to run straight from a plane or train 

to stand in front of an audience, so having a suit that 

can withstand all that movement and still look fresh  

is important,’ says Smith. His lightweight suiting, 

produced in collaboration with textiles manufacturer 

Loro Piana, is constructed from a cloth woven from  

100 per cent New Zealand wool, making it breathable, 

while the textile’s high-twist yarn is crease-resistant, 

taking the wrinkles out of work travel. ‘I imagine that 

lots of people are under the same pressure, so I 

thought I would try to design a suit to make our lives  

a little easier,’ says Smith. Meanwhile, another man 

constantly on the move is Tommy Hilfiger, who this 

season has teamed up with tennis pro and Hilfiger 

brand ambassador Rafael Nadal to research and 

develop a high-performance suit that’s as sharp as it  

is comfortable. The result is the THFLEX Rafael Nadal 

Edition collection, comprising single- and double-

breasted summer suiting that stands up in transit.  

‘It’s all about modern movement with precision fit  

and functionality,’ says Hilfiger.

Newspaper
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photography: Nikolas koeNig, baker evaNs  writers: pei-ru keh, katriNa israel

wander down a small stretch of Clinton hill, on the 

outskirts of the brooklyn Navy yard, and you might 

detect wafts of fragrance emanating from behind 

a glass and blackened steel storefront. it’s in these 

unexpected environs that perfumery Joya has set  

up home in a 19th-century rigging garage refitted by 

architect firm taylor and Miller. at the front stands  

a retail space demarcated by suspended panels of oak 

veneer and steel that hang down from the warehouse 

ceiling. geometric alcoves were created for displaying 

products, a nod to Joya’s cast-and-mould method  

of creating its candles and ceramics. apart from its 

own wares, visitors can also peruse an edit of books, 

beauty and lifestyle objects that all share a similar ethos.  

‘the fragrance industry is notoriously secretive and 

possessive,’ says Joya founder Frederick bouchardy.  

‘i am proud of my team’s skills and procedures, as well 

as the ingredients we use and suppliers we engage.  

so the goal is to let the operations and work speak 

for themselves, rather than having to market them.’  

in addition to its hand-cast candles, soaps, ceramics, 

perfumes and diffusers, which are all made in the  

open-plan production facility behind the boutique 

space, Joya also offers tours of its atelier and factory. 

bespoke fragrance consultations are available  

for extra-fastidious noses, and a series of fragrance 

workshops are also in the pipeline. 

joyastudio.com

Piquadro launches its new generation of  

smart luggage with the release of Connequ. 

Ensuring your luggage is never stolen or left 

behind on a train or in a café, this geo-location 

tracking device is incorporated into a leather 

tag that connects to your smartphone via an 

app. The brand’s next innovation will track 

your bag on a flight so you know it will meet 

you at the other end. piquadro.com

 track star

above, taylor aNd Miller’s 

desigN For Joya’s brooklyN 

retail outlet/FaCtory 

Features oak veNeer paNels 

aNd a raw CoNCrete Floor

Nose candy
the sweet smell of success in brooklyn

Newspaper
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 73 Series by Omer Arbel

Standard fixtures and custom installations

See this and the full collection at 79

Kantstrasse 79, 10627 Berlin

Opening hours: Tuesday-Saturday 11-7pm

73



photography: John Short  food StyliSt: peta o’Brien  writer: amy verner

parisians have never really taken to porridge – probably 

because few breakfast options rival a buttery croissant 

or crusty baguette. however, the Bol porridge Bar, 

which opened in the 10th arrondissement in January,  

is doing a good job of stirring up excitement among 

locals. Co-owners audrey Brémond and maaike Chaix 

open up at 7.30am and offer a hearty menu of organic 

oatmeal options, all served in custom-designed ceramic 

bowls. prepared to order so that requests for almond or 

soy milks can be accommodated, the porridge – neither 

soupy nor sludgey – comes topped with the likes of 

oven-baked banana, maple syrup and sesame seeds 

or salted-butter caramel sauce, apple and almonds. 

the savoury selection includes spelt softly cooked with 

leeks, smoked haddock and spinach, and cracked wheat 

simmered in coconut milk with sesame chicken and 

carrots. pale wood communal tables, black neo-folksy 

chairs by hay and bulbous demijohn jugs filled with oat 

flakes project a vibe that’s equal parts homey parisian 

and Scandinavian chic. bolporridgebar.com

Oat cuisine
why the parisians are suddenly 
potty about pimped-up porridge

Sweet porridge flavourS 

inClude oven-Baked 

Banana, maple Syrup and 

Sunflower SeedS (aBove) 

and apple with Salted 

Butter Caramel SauCe and 

almondS (aBove left) while 

Savoury flavourS inClude 

leek, Smoked haddoCk  

and BaBy SpinaCh (left)

Newspaper
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16 Series by Omer Arbel

Standard fixtures and custom installations

See this and all other series at 79

Kantstrasse 79, 10627 Berlin

Opening hours: Tuesday-Saturday 11-7pm
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photography: Nikolas koeNig  writer: ellie stathaki

Station 

maSterS
In New York, London and Budapest,  
we pull in at the hottest new hubs

saNtIago caLatrava’s 

dove-shaped ocuLus 

IN New York repLaces  

the worLd trade ceNter 

huB destroYed BY the  

9/11 terrorIst attacks
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                                 slick daily commute is crucial in 

getting the day off to a good start, and a well-designed 

station is an integral part of this journey. It’s no surprise, 

then, that infrastructure is such a hot topic, especially  

in densely populated urban centres such as New York, 

where the World Trade Center Transportation Hub, 

designed by Santiago Calatrava, has just opened. 

The Spanish/Swiss architect’s sleek and sinuous 

structure replaces the Port Authority Trans-Hudson 

rail system destroyed in the September 2001 attacks. 

Located just to the east of the original World Trade 

Center Twin Towers, the revamped hub will now 

feature an added connection to subway trains. 

But Calatrava aimed for the structure to be far 

more than a practical, much-needed interchange for 

pedestrian pathways, subways and rail lines: featuring 

one of the architect’s trademark wing-shaped designs,  

it is also a glorious public space with a generous,  

light-filled central hall. Dubbed the Oculus and made  

of slender steel ribs and strips of glass, the arched 

structure soars above the vast column-free hall and 

then extends outwards to form two canopies to the 

north and south of the main hub, protecting parts of 

the surrounding plaza. A 330ft-long skylight along the 

a roof’s main axis brings sunlight in, and can be opened  

to increase ventilation on warm summer days. The 

building’s overall form may be summed up, according  

to Calatrava, ‘by the image of a bird released from  

a child’s hands’. At night, the structure is illuminated  

from within, becoming a sculptural urban lantern.

  Meanwhile, on the other side of the Atlantic, one 

of the most impressive infrastructure works in recent 

years is now under construction in London. Crossrail, 

which will link the city’s east and west in a matter of 

minutes, is not due to be completed until 2020, but, 

at interchange station Tottenham Court Road, two 

glass pavilions by Stanton Williams are swiftly taking 

shape. Lit up at night, they lead down to a new entrance 

adorned with the work of French artist Daniel Buren.

  Budapest’s metro system boasts a new set of 

sculptural spaces too, courtesy of local practice Spora 

Architects. Featuring a striking lattice of concrete beams, 

the twin stations of Szent Gellért tér and Fővám tér 

are part of the city’s plans to connect South-Buda and 

the city centre of Pest. Ten more stations are currently 

in the pipeline in the Hungarian capital.  

TOP, CALATRAvA’S CeNTRAL 

HALL FOR THe WTC COMPRISeS 

A SeRIeS OF STeeL ARCHeS 

TOPPeD BY A 330FT SkYLIGHT 

ABOve, CALATRAvA DeSIGNeD 

THIS ISSue’S LIMITeD-eDITION 

COveR, WHICH FeATuReS  

A SkeTCH OF THe OCuLuS. 

LIMITeD-eDITION COveRS ARe 

AvAILABLe TO SuBSCRIBeRS, 

See WALLPAPeR.COM 
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With the growing scarcity of raw 
materials, manufacturers are 
increasingly focusing on recycling, 
and they now have a business 
model to back it up. Known as 
‘servitisation’, it has brands such  
as Apple, Xerox, Rolls-Royce and 
Renault acting less like machine 
makers and more like service 
providers. Philips is already selling 
lumens and not bulbs, and Mud 
Jeans leases out jeans for a year. 
Soon, Ikea may be doing the same 
with kitchens. With servitisation, 
manufacturers don’t sell their 
products but charge for the services 
and upgrades to keep everything 
running. By retaining ownership  
of their products, makers are 
guaranteed they will get them back 
one day, making it easier for them 
to re-engineer the components  
into new products.

service industry

INCOMING | JOHN WEICH

next year sees a big-name revival in  
the classic compact sports car, with the 
new abarth 124 spider leading the field. 
abarth began life building Fiat-based 
racing specials before the firm bought 
the name outright. in recent years Fiat 
has allowed abarth to take itself more 
seriously. its take on the 124 spider also 

 tWO sEats GOOd
bolsters the power and handling of  
Fiat’s pretty two-seater. thanks to a 
partnership with mazda, that svelte 
italian skin cloaks the excellent running 
gear of the car that revived the genre, 
the mX-5. abarth’s latest machine is  
a skilfully shaped appeal to our dreams 
of the past. abarthcars.co.uk

For those not heading for sand and  
sea this summer, we’ve rounded up the 
season’s best-looking women’s city 
sandals. these urbane versions by prada, 
bottega veneta, tod’s and Álvaro will 
effortlessly take cosmopolitan tailoring 
into the warmer months, grounding 
lightweight dresses and louche layering. 
spaniard Álvaro gonzález – who founded 
his eponymous brand in 2013 after 20 
years of working behind the scenes for 
the likes of loewe, valentino and jimmy 
Choo – grew up wearing espadrilles all 
year round and it’s a practice he now 
applies to sandals. gonzález’s sartorial 
advice? seek a sandal with a little  
weight to its leatherwork – be it with 
multiple straps or hardware – to urbanise 
summer ensembles.  
Pictured, clockwise from top, sandals, 
£460, by Prada; sandals, £245, by  
Álvaro Accessories; sandals, £515, by 
Bottega Veneta; sandals, £575, by  
Tod’s. For stockists, see page 160

Strap lines
relax urban dressing with  
our summer sandal selection

Newspaper
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British swimwear label Orlebar Brown’s 

‘Design-Your-Own’ service lets you print 

your favourite picture onto swim shorts via 

its #SnapShorts app. orlebarbrown.co.uk

THE VINSON VIEW
Quality maniac and master shopper Nick Vinson on the who, what, when, where and why

Like many frequent users of the Eurostar 
train service between London and Paris,  
I have been waiting for the day that you  
can work from your Wi-Fi-connected seat.  
I travelled on Wi-Fi-connected high-speed 
trains in China in 2010, so never really 
understood the long wait. So imagine my 
disappointment when I stepped on board 
Eurostar’s new e320 trains, and found they 
were not connected. 

I posted a photo on Instagram with 
#stillnowifi and #dumb hashtags. Minutes 
later, comments came in from a gaggle 
of respected fashion critics, including US 
Vogue’s Sarah Mower, Vanity Fair France’s 
Virginie Mouzat and The Telegraph’s Lisa 
Armstrong, their essay-length comments 
slaughtering the new carriage design. By 
then I had been busy banging my knees on 
the underside of the extendable tables, tried 
and failed to figure out how to turn off my 
light (the cabins are overlit as it is), while 
also wondering why anyone would want  
to ‘slim down a seat’ and wishing for the 
comfort of the old Philippe Starck-designed 
seating with their wool velvet covers.

Shortly afterwards, a design website 
contacted me for comment, as it had 
noticed my post and the slew of passionate 
comments. It published a story on my post, 
which received further comments online 
and was included in its newsletter, arriving 

in my inbox with the title ‘Eurostar redesign 
“disaster”’ – pure Picky Nicky power. 

Still, a train that gets me to Paris from  
St Pancras in two hours and 20 minutes is 
pretty impressive, although we pay for the 
privilege. So when an investment like this 
comes out so wrong, it makes you wonder, 
is designer Pininfarina to blame, has it lost 
its edge, or does Eurostar just lack a creative 
chief ? Perhaps it just lacks competition. 
Deutsche Bahn plans to operate an Inter 
City Express (ICE) service from Germany 
to London, but development of its Class 407 
trains is behind schedule and complicated  
by the need to operate on British, Belgian, 
French and German systems. When Italo 
arrived on the scene in Italy, it certainly 
shook things up, and existing operator 
Trenitalia rose to the challenge.

There is light at the end of the Chunnel, 
though. Gare du Nord is set for a major 
upgrade, thanks to a masterplan by  
Jean-Michel Wilmotte, to be completed 
in 2023. Meanwhile, the Eurostar terminal, 
currently painful to use, is getting a 15m 
makeover. So by November there will be  
a double-sized business lounge, designed  
by Softroom, which will be accessible from 
the expanded control area and lead directly 
to the boarding area. As for the Wi-Fi, 
apparently it’s being tested, and one day 
should work for at least part of the route. ∂

Tunnel vision

Make it snappy 

03

Picky Nicky isn’t on board with Eurostar’s retrograde refurb

Material gain

02

The slick Céleste d’Eric Schmitt collection, 

in silver, alabaster, brass and marble, 

features the Fontainebleau-based designer’s 

signature curved forms. christofle.com

Trenitalia’s executive class, with just eight 

seats, full table service and a meeting room 

for working. If you book early enough, it costs 

the same as business class.

On Germany’s Inter City Express, the glass 

separation between the driver’s cabin and the 

first-class passenger area, for a 180-degree view.

A decent meal in your seat, such as on Spain’s 

AVE trains in preferente class.

Trenitalia’s pulizia a bordo service, which means 

that one or two cleaning staff walk up and down 

the trains during journeys, keeping the cabins 

and the toilets spic and span.

Healthy, fresh food, like the Italobox from  

Eataly, sadly no longer served on Italo trains.

A bow from the crew, as on the Shinkansen 

bullet trains in Japan, when entering or leaving 

your carriage. It shows your custom is valued.

Silent coaches, providing they are clearly 

labelled and properly policed.

Open Wi-Fi, without having to provide  

your email address and signing up for  

marketing messages. 

WHAT IS GOOD ON BOARD IN EUROPE…
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every piece comes  

 with a story

The CH22 lounge chair was the first design in Hans J. Wegner’s debut collection 
created exclusively for Carl Hansen & Søn in 1950. Crafted to Wegner’s exacting 
original specifications, the lounge chair is a testament to the designer and  
manufacturer’s shared belief in creating masterful design from high quality,  
sustainably grown and sourced Scandinavian wood. 

hans j. wegner · 1950| CH22 |
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Jewellery

Thomas Hauser practises something close to alchemy 
in a shed at the bottom of a garden. That this shed 
happens to be a tiny, Art Nouveau-style studio located 
in a 2,500 sq m garden in the centre of Vienna seems 
entirely fitting.

Hauser is an Austrian jeweller and goldsmith who 
founded his own brand, Atelier Allure, in New York  
in 1998. By 2013, however, he was back on home ground 
and winning glittering prizes for his novel material 
mixes. That year he won a Red Dot Design Award for  
a series of rings made using Noble Concrete, which 
he developed with the Vienna University of Technology.

‘Orchestrating the dialogue between various 
materials and forms is perhaps the source of my 
fascination with jewellery,’ says Hauser.

Now he has cooked up a new brew, a blacker-than-
black metal that doesn’t require coating or surface 
treatment, from which he has created a series of 
meticulously faceted rings. ‘I discovered this alloy  

ten years ago in a Parisian atelier and, through 
intensive analysis, I have finally been able to 
“domesticate” it,’ he says.

The material, a fusion of platinum, palladium and 
silver, suggests its own particular surfaces and curves. 
‘The eye finds colours and variation in the black,  
but because I know the metal’s qualities, I can really 
bring it to life,’ explains Hauser. ‘Depending on the 
state of the metal surface, for instance, I can also vary 
the shades of grey. It’s a fascinating opportunity for 
creative play.’ 

It took Hauser five years to develop the new 
manufacturing techniques that make working with  
the metal practical. But the result, a metallurgically 
complex, ‘velvety’ deep-black metal, is compelling.  
Not least because the jeweller is possessed of seriously 
good honing and polishing skills, which he has used  
to beautifully contemporary effect. 
atelierallure.com

ABOVE, THOMAS HAUSER  

IN HIS VIENNESE GARDEN 

ATELIER, ALSO PICTURED TOP

ABOVE RIGHT, HIS NEW 

‘CHOREUTAI’ RINGS,  

FROM €2,700. THEY ARE 

CRAFTED FROM A BLACK 

ALLOY, COMPOSED  

MAINLY OF PLATINUM, 

PALLADIUM AND SILVER

Dark arts
Thomas Hauser works black magic with a specially developed alloy

PHOTOGRAPHY: LUKAS SCHALLER  STILL LIFE: ANDY BARTER  WRITER: CARAGH MCKAY
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 Contemporary jewellery’s craft, 

creativity and killer curves

HARD  
        LINES
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Geneva-based MB&F, known as a maker of mechanical 
marvels, has a tendency to reinvigorate industrial 
processes for the joy of it. On a mission to amp up 
luminescence, it has invited Canadian-born industrial 
designer James Thompson to elevate the radiant  
appeal of two existing designs. Thompson, who founded 
Black Badger Composites in Gothenburg in 2002, 
has harnessed a uniquely long-lasting photoluminescence 
conceived by Canada’s Ambient Glow Technology into 
solid blocks of carbon fibre and titanium. Because light 
is effectively trapped within the material, it has the 
capacity to glow up to 40 per cent longer than painted-
on forms of photoluminescence. MB&F has now milled 
new versions of its ‘HMX’ watch and ‘Starfleet 
Machine’ table clock, augmented by the glow radiating 
from within. ‘This material has so much personality,’ 
says Thompson. ‘When you have the illumination like 
this, it’s almost alive.’

After glow
A luminous material signals ambient times ahead

When he first talked to Hublot about the possibility 
of a collaboration, tattooist Maxime Büchi insisted on 
going deep: ‘I said that if the extent of the project was 
decorative, I wasn’t the right person to work on it.  
I didn’t know precisely what I wanted to do, but  
I knew it couldn’t be just that.’ Büchi is not the first 
tattooist to work with a fine watch house (though he  
is the first Swiss one). But, as other tattooists’ designs 
already included strap and dial work, Büchi wanted  
to make a more fundamental impact on how the 
watch marked time. 

A former student at Lausanne’s ÉCAL, Büchi’s core 
craft is typography – he co-founded an online font 
foundry called Swiss Typefaces in 2009 – which  
informs everything he does. Under his multidisciplinary 
Sang Bleu brand, Büchi runs a magazine, a clothing 
line, and, of course, an internationally lauded tattoo 
studio. ‘Studying typography helped me develop an 
appreciation of very subtle variations in proportions; 
that graphic sensibility where just by varying the line 
weight you can make something look 1950s or 1970s.’

Which might help explain why there are no hands 
on the dial of the new ‘Hublot Big Bang Sang Bleu’. 
Instead, it is dominated by a rhodium-plated, Büchi 
motif mechanism comprised of discs indicating  
the hours and minutes. The hour numerals stamped 
on a circular flange on the dial are, naturally, created 
by Swiss Typefaces. Büchi has even had a go at the bezel, 
chamfering and slicing to create a hexagon that subtly 
mirrors the dial. All in all, it’s not just a mesmeric 
object but points to Büchi as an uncannily talented 
horological designer. sangbleu.com

Needle craft
Tattoo artist Maxime Büchi 
makes his mark at Hublot

ABOVE, SWISS TATTOOIST 
MAXIME BÜCHI WEARING 
HIS NEW WATCH DESIGN, 
THE ‘HUBLOT BIG BANG SANG 
BLEU’, £14,200, BY HUBLOT, 
HUBLOT.COM

RIGHT, ‘STARFLEET MACHINE 
BLACK BADGER’ TABLE CLOCK 
IN PHANTOM BLUE, LIMITED 
EDITION OF 18 PIECES, £28,500, 
BY MB&F, MBANDF.COM
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Horological heroes  
of the hour
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design firm Fort standard uses a new platform at new york’s  
Collective design Fair to showcase its material flair

Design



in their Brooklyn 

workshop, Fort 

standard Founders 

GreGory Buntain  

(leFt) and ian CollinGs 

with their new 

‘assemBlaGe’ maple 

Furniture, inCludinG  

a dininG taBle and  

a CoFFee taBle 

(opposite), part oF  

a ColleCtion that 

investiGates the limits 

oF natural materials
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                                  young design firm without 
gallery representation can struggle to, well, 
represent. A number of key design fairs are 
built around signing up galleries and their 
rosters. No gallery, no way in. Collective 
Design Fair, the New York-based showcase 
for collectible design, is attempting to 
change that. It launched a programme at its 
fourth annual edition, in early May, called 
Collective Concept, which enabled five 
independent, and unrepresented, studios  
to present their work. 

Brooklyn-based firm Fort Standard is one 
of the five (the others are Lindsey Adelman, 
Apparatus, Calico Wallpaper and Cocobolo). 
Founded in 2011 by Pratt Institute graduates 
Gregory Buntain and Ian Collings, Fort 
Standard’s output is typified by a refined 
approach to materials, a clean aesthetic and 
an uncomplicated philosophy to functional 
objects and furniture. The firm’s Red Hook 
HQ comprises a wood shop, a metal shop 
and a design studio, where most of its pieces 
are conceived, designed and produced. 

For Fort Standard, the opportunity to 
exhibit work at Collective Design Fair went 
far beyond making simple introductions to a 
collector’s market. ‘We’re very much a studio 
that produces its own goods,’ says Collings. 
‘New York is fostering a new breed of design 
studio and furniture maker, and young, 
independent firms are trying to find their way 
in that community. Being a young company 
without representation, we have to address 
the question that [when] we want to produce 
a more experimental line, there are very few 
places to debut those things, or to sell them.’

Buntain adds, ‘We don’t want to turn into 
just a furniture company. We have our home 

goods collection that does well for us, but 
we’re interested in [shaping] our business so 
that we can continue to spend the majority 
of our time designing. Taking a step towards 
the collector’s market will allow us to do that.’

The duo approached Collective Design 
Fair founder Steven Learner to talk about 
their participation about a year ago, not long 
before the notions of Collective Concept 
came into being. Subsequent conversations 
informed the collection, entitled Qualities of 
Material, that they unveiled at the recent fair. 

Collings says, ‘The thing that Steven was 
driving home was to use [this collection] as  
a way to tell the story of the type of studio we 
are and how we design and make our work.’

Buntain continues, ‘Steven recognised 
that there is exciting work being produced by 
designers who aren’t represented by galleries. 
It was a ready opportunity for [the fair].’

Inspired by the materials that it has long 
held dear, Fort Standard sought to add 

A unexpected functionalities to wood, stone 
and leather. Thin, quarter-inch maple planks 
were layered and configured to add strength 
but maintain lightness; panels of stone were 
carved out to make them light enough to 
produce cabinetry; and leather was rolled and 
coiled so that it possesses sufficient structure 
to sustain a person’s weight.

The results include an ‘Assemblage’ dining 
table, bench and hexagonal coffee table, 
made from maple; a single-door ‘Relief ’ bedside 
cabinet and a larger, six-door wardrobe made 
from soapstone; and a ‘Stacked’ chair made 
from laminated leather. 

These material interventions came out 
of years of experimentation. Collings says, 
‘We kept asking: how do you make this piece 
of leather stronger, how do you make this 
piece of wood more structural, how do you 
make this piece of stone lighter? The thing 
about soapstone is that you can cut it with 
carbide; you don’t need diamond to cut it. 
So we worked it with woodworking tools 
and current tool set-ups, and experimented 
with how thin we could get it.’

Each design is made in a limited edition, 
with future variations to come. ‘Each of 
the concepts has the ability to be translated 
into different kinds of objects,’ says Buntain. 
‘It was important for us to present the three 
materials together and show their strengths 
and possibilities. Because we knew the work 
would be shown in the context of Collective 
Design Fair, we were able to push it into  
this realm. If we had shown up at ICFF 
with our collection, people would probably 
have thought we were crazy.’ ∂
Collective Design Fair was in New York in early 
May, collectivedesignfair.com; fortstandard.com 
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César’s palace
An art collector’s reverent restoration of Luis Barragán’s  

Casa Prieto-López, built on lava fields in Mexico City
PhotogrAPhy: AdAM WiseMAn  Writer: MAriA gArCiA hoLLey
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exico City’s topography spans the remains of a drained 
lake, several waves of concrete urban sprawl in a valley 
surrounded by mountains, and the hard black volcanic 
grounds that lent inspiration to one of the city’s best 
examples of modern architecture – El Pedregal. This 
housing development owes its name, literally meaning 
‘rocky place’, to the petrified lava that covered an area 
of some 80 sq km, deposited when the Xitle volcano 
erupted some 1,600 years ago. The area remained 
largely undeveloped until the mid-20th century. 

This changed drastically in the 1940s, when 
Mexican architect and future Pritzker Prize winner 
Luis Barragán started working on El Pedregal, a 
residential experiment aiming at bringing together 
architecture and landscape. The project was well 
received by clients, who saw in the design a possibility 
for new beginnings in an unexplored part of town. 

The area soon became a breeding ground for 
experimentation, accruing works by architects such  
as Max Cetto, Mathías Goeritz, Francisco Artigas, 
Pedro Ramírez Vázquez and, of course, Barragán.  
Casa Prieto-López was designed in the late 1940s by  
Barragán and is widely recognised as one of his most 
iconic residential projects. The house remained in  
the hands of the Prieto family until a couple of years 
ago, when it came on the market; the first from 
Barragán’s ‘golden period’ to be offered for sale. The 
biggest collectors in the world came calling, but it 
was eventually bought by businessman and art collector 
César Cervantes, who had moved to El Pedregal 
as a seven-year-old in the early 1970s and become 
mesmerised by the aesthetics of petrified lava. 

Cervantes then invited his friend and fellow 
Barragán admirer Jorge Covarrubias to embark on  
one of the country’s most important restoration 
projects. Renaming the house Casa Pedregal, it soon 
became Cervantes’ biggest labour of love, with  
one clear objective – to rid the house of alterations 
added over time and return the design to its original 

purity. The team likened the process to ‘modern 
archaeology’, stripping down layers of recent history  
in search of the building’s beginnings and its original 
homely feel. 

‘This house is not a museum. I wanted it to be  
a real house. I don’t even believe in museums; how am  
I supposed to live inside one?’ says Cervantes. ‘People 
think I don’t live here. They ask me why I have bottles 
of alcohol. They think they are props, but they’re not.’ 

Covarrubias, co-founder of local practice Parque 
Humano, confesses he had no idea where to start »  

M

ABOVE, THE MINIMALIST 

FIREPLACE, FOR COOLER  

DAYS IN MEXICO CITY, 

FEATURES THE HOUSE’S 

ORIGINAL WALL-HUNG 

COMPANION SET 

RIGHT, CERVANTES WANTED 

THE HOUSE TO BE RESTORED 

TO ITS ORIGINAL CONDITION, 

AND TO BE A REAL HOME
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with the restoration. Even though his passion for 
Barragán was long standing, and he had worked in 
the past with Ricardo Legorreta, one of Barragán’s 
most proficient apprentices, this was the first project 
of its type for his office. ‘I did a lot of research about 
Barragán,’ recalls Covarrubias. ‘I felt an honest affinity 
with him, a real connection. I’m very interested in 
the formal representation of architecture, and the way 
poetry is constructed, and urban relationships.’

After studying numerous photographs, historical 
documents and local stories, and consulting with 
academics that specialise in Barragán’s work, the team 
bit the bullet and started on site, finding pleasure not 
only in the project’s possibilities but also its challenges. 
‘Every single day, every moment, I discovered 
something new,’ says Cervantes. ‘The way the light 
bathes the walls, the way the colour changes with 
time, the relationship between the full and the empty.’

Cervantes confesses it was only when they were  
six months into the renovation works that he felt he 
could relax a little and breathe easy. And although 
the team’s mission had been to restore the house to its 
original state, they decided they also wanted to keep 
some memories and scars of the house’s life with the 
Prieto family, including marks on the wall where they 
had installed a lift, an old dividing wall, and a staircase. 

Following 20 months of restoration works, the 
house is now back to its original midcentury form. 
Cervantes and Covarrubias modestly insist that 
they actually didn’t do much – at least nothing that 
Barragán hadn’t done before them. But they have 
breathed new life into this 66-year-old structure, 
which comes alive when Cervantes pumps up the 
volume of his sound system, reminding us that this 
is not a museum, but a real home. ∂
parquehumano.com

ABOVE, A STAIRCASE RISES 
FROM THE ENTRANCE  
FOYER INTO AN OPEN-PLAN 
LIVING AND DINING AREA 

LEFT, THE TEAM STUDIED 
BARRAGÁN’S ORIGINAL 
COLOUR SCHEME FOR THE 
HOUSE’S RESTORATION

‘This was the first house from Barragán’s 
“golden period” to be offered for sale’
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Barragan Foundation  
The mission of this  
not-for-profit institution, 
based in Birsfelden, 
Switzerland, is the study 
and preservation of the 
Luis Barragán archives. 
The Barragan Foundation 
owns complete rights to 
the work of Luis Barragán 
and to the related  
photos by Armando  
Salas Portugal. For 
more information, visit 
barragan-foundation.org
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LE MOC’ WESTON 2016  
Summer supple loafer  

Men’s and women’s models

FRENCH SHOEMAKER SINCE 1891
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The I-1 camera from 

ImpossIble projecT, The 

company ThaT saved 

polaroId, offers The same 

appeal of (almosT) InsTanT 

prInTs. IT feaTures an  

led rIng flash, a rubberIsed 

fInIsh, and can be used  

as an analogue camera  

or In combInaTIon  

wITh an Ios app for  

greaTer funcTIonalITy

One shot
There’s more than nostalgia to a new  
take on the polaroid for the digital age

Eight years ago, a company named Impossible Project 
saved the last Polaroid film factory from extinction 
and, with it, Polaroid instant photography. Since then, 
the more toxic elements have been tweaked out of 
the film, the quality has been improved, and now the 
company is bringing out a brand-new camera, the I-1, 
for what is hoped will be a whole new generation of 
analogue instant photographers. Great! But why do  
we need another technological panda in the old world 
panoply of consumer goods?

There was a time, not so very long ago, when we 
surrounded ourselves with consumer products that had 
single, dedicated functions: we had a watch, a wall 
clock, a telephone or two, a record player, a cassette 
player, a radio, a TV, a video player and a camera. But 
now we can pretty much accomplish all the tasks of 
the above, and a whole lot more, with a single, hybrid, 
pocket-sized device. We are divesting ourselves of those 

other objects, all that clutter, obsolete tech and cabling.  
And all the bulky storage volumes are fading out of 
sight along with them: records, cassettes, CDs, videos, 
photographs, books. Our words, pictures and memories 
are being relocated to enormous peripheral refrigerators 
masquerading as fluffy white clouds. As we shift from 
object to interface in our domestic environment, we are 
liberating ourselves, in a way, from ‘stuff ’ – and many 
would even agree that the age of conspicuous 
consumption as we know it is drawing to a close.

Oskar Smolokowski, the fresh-faced 26-year-old 
CEO of Impossible Project, based in Berlin, thinks 
differently: ‘In the smartphone, we have a device that 
lets us communicate everything. It was incredibly 
empowering and new five or six years ago, but now it’s 
like air – we take these new powers for granted and  
are asking ourselves: “What else? What are the other 
ways in which we can experience things beyond the » 

phoTography: jonas lIndsTrom & baker evans  wrITer: sophIe lovell ∑
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smartphone?”’ His argument is that the ubiquitous and 
high-level capabilities of the smartphone camera have 
taken something away from the user experience – the 
digital camera corrects everything for you. It’s almost 
impossible to take a bad picture and the sheer volume 
of images we capture is rendering them increasingly 
meaningless to us. What a single-function instant 
camera can deliver in the digital age is the art of 
randomness and uncertainty – less precision and  
less control – and a unique image as a physical object 
that you have to wait for while it reveals itself.

Since saving instant film production for the world  
in 2008, Impossible Project has dreamt of creating  
its own camera. But the I-1 is not a nostalgia project, 
says Smolokowski. ‘We believe an instant camera 
rightly belongs in 2016.’ To design the camera, he 
hired Jesper Kouthoofd, former co-founder of Acne  
and founder of Teenage Engineering, known for its  
micro-synthesisers (W*157). Kouthoofd shares 
Smolokowski’s view on the value of the single-function 
tool: ‘I really, really believe, when it comes to being 
creative, in one-purpose tools that are not precise,’ 
he says. ‘It’s a bit more like a person – more alive!’ 

Oskar smOlOkOwski (left), 

CeO Of impOssible prOjeCt, 

and jesper kOuthOOfd, 

designer Of the COmpany’s 

new i-1 pOlarOid Camera, 

whiCh is all abOut a 

less-preCise wOrld view

2008, the year Polaroid was rescued

—

200m cameras were saved from being useless

—

26, the age of Impossible Project’s CEO

Kouthoofd hadn’t designed a camera before, although 
he has designed some really interesting wireless audio 
synthesisers. ‘I think of myself as an engineer,’ he says, 
even though his background is in advertising. ‘I try to 
find out the smartest way to manufacture a product, 
to communicate the function, and also make it unique.’ 

His camera design is really rather good, both 
haptically and visually. There is something reminiscent 
of Jasper Morrison about its soft curves and quiet 
functionality. The form is defined by the necessity 
of accommodating the film cartridge case and he has 
added a neatly clever and powerful ring flash around 
the lens with eight LEDs that also indicate how many 
pictures you have left in the camera. The product 
graphics are clear and well proportioned and the whole 
thing is coated in black rubberised paint, which helps 
you grip the rather bulky form, as well as looking  
good. ‘I really like that when you see the camera, you 
understand how it works,’ says Kouthoofd. The only 
particularly retro element is a pleasingly satisfying 
fold-up viewfinder on the top, inspired by a Zeiss Ikonta 
521 camera that Smolokowski found in a flea market.

Inside, in keeping with Polaroid tradition, the camera 
itself is about as simple as you can get: basic lens, 
shutter, mirror and cartridge holder. In fact, the specs 
for the I-1 were the first I had ever read for a camera 
that didn’t mention the lens at all. There are a couple 
of important additions and upgrades though: unlike 
the Polaroid, the I-1 contains a rechargeable battery  
to power the flash. In the old Polaroids, the batteries 
were inside the film pack, explains Smolokowski: 
‘When Polaroid was making 100 million films, that  
was 100 million batteries going into landfill.’ Although 
Impossible Project still makes the battery-pack films 
for the old Polaroid cameras, all the new cameras will 
have films minus batteries. ‘That makes the film cheaper,’ 
says Smolokowski, ‘and it’s better for the environment.’

The other addition the I-1 has is a Bluetooth 
connection to an iOS app you can download on your 
smartphone. I find this rather surprising and ask 
whether this doesn’t negate all its makers have said 
about the virtues of their single-function product,  
but Smolokowski assures me that the digital access  
is purely there as an additional tool to control the 
analogue, should the user so desire: ‘It’s trying to take 
the precision, control and ease of use of the digital and 
harness it to create analogue results.’ The app means 
the user can play with double exposure, light painting, 
and remote triggering, as well as control aperture and 
shutter speed remotely – but it also allows images  
to be uploaded directly to social channels. So it seems 
the I-1 is a hybrid after all, albeit a wonderfully physical 
one. And anyway, no one would agree that pandas 
aren’t worth saving, no matter how (bio)logically 
inefficient they might seem as a species. ∂
I-1 camera, £229, impossible-project.com 
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Same but different. USM is built on  

timeless simplicity, adaptable  

to wherever you need it: helping you  

organize your living work space.
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Berlin, Bern, Düsseldorf, Hamburg, London, Munich, New York, Paris, Stuttgart, Tokyo www.usm.com
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Leading light
As two new lamps and past triumphs go on show in London,  
Foster + Partners’ Industrial Design department is still shining brightly

British architecture giant Foster + Partners  
is best known for its grand projects: Apple’s 
under-construction circular HQ, one of  
the largest buildings in the world, and a 
conceptual space station for Mars, currently 
on a Nasa short list, among them. The 
practice, based in London and with a network 
of offices and partners stretching from  
New York to Shanghai via the UAE, was 
founded in 1967 by the now Lord Foster, and 
today has a 1,500-strong team of architects, 
engineers, designers and more.

Its industrial design branch, a team of 15, 
works on everything from door handles to 

MIKE HOLLAND, HEAD  

OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN  

AT FOSTER + PARTNERS, 

ETTORE CIMINI, DIRECTOR  

OF LUMINA, AND JAMES 

WHITE, PARTNER AT FOSTER 

+ PARTNERS’ INDUSTRIAL 

DESIGN GROUP CHECK  

OUT THE ‘DOT’ LAMP AT  

THE LUMINA FACTORY 

lighting for the practice’s architectural 
projects while also designing furniture  
and fittings as a stand-alone operation.  
This May, London’s Aram Gallery unveils  
two new lighting pieces designed by the  
team for Italian company Lumina, and takes 
the opportunity to celebrate Foster + 
Partners’ prolific industrial design output 
with a retrospective exhibition titled  
‘Craft + Manufacture’, taking over the top- 
floor gallery. 

The new lighting projects, ‘Dot’ and ‘Eva’, 
mark the studio’s second collaboration with 
Lumina (the first being the minimal ‘Flo’ 

lamp, designed in 2011). ‘Dot’ is a pendant 
lamp formed by two light discs connected  
by a metal stem, a simple form concealing 
great technological complexity. The result  
of several months of technical back-and-
forth, ‘Dot’ looks like an effortless floating 
disc, achieved thanks to a combination  
of an LED circuit, a specially designed lens 
and a heat pipe, and available in multiple  
sizes and finishes. 

Similarly complex, ‘Eva’ is a tabletop lamp 
that was originally included in an earlier 
architectural project completed by Foster + 
Partners. The initial idea was to create a » 

PHOTOGRAPHY: BEA DE GIACOMO  WRITER: ROSA BERTOLI ∑ 071
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cone of light and a glow similar to a candle.  
A glass tube houses a COB (chip on board) 
LED that reflects light up into the cylinder, 
controlled by a free-moving wheel at the 
bottom of the lamp that serves as a dimmer. 

Mike Holland, head of Foster + Partners’ 
Industrial Design group, notes that the 
genesis of these two projects illustrates the 
different ways in which the department 
works. The ‘Dot’ lamp started as an internal 
development, and was then taken to Lumina, 
while ‘Eve’ was developed as an architectural 
project and evolved as the building evolved 
before becoming a product for retail. ‘There 
are probably four different ways that products 
come into being,’ says Holland. ‘Whether  
it’s from an architectural project, whether  
we develop it internally, whether someone 
approaches us, or we just “entrepreneur” 
something: every product has its own sort  
of process and there are no rules.’

The exhibition at The Aram Gallery will 
showcase this dynamic approach and includes 
other Foster + Partners designs such as the 
‘Nomos’ table for Tecno and the ‘Arc’ table  
for Molteni & C, as well as furniture for 
Poltrona Frau and Walter Knoll. It will also 
include prototypes and photographs of 
designs in development. ‘Industrial design 
has been there from the start of the practice,’ 
says Dave Nelson, overall head of design  

at Foster + Partners. ‘The way we design  
a building’s components comes from the 
building design.’ Nelson, who has been with 
the practice since the 1970s, has witnessed 
the development of the Industrial Design 
department and its involvement in projects  
of every scale. 

‘While Foster + Partners is mainly  
known for its architecture, the industrial 
designs produced by the practice have been 
impressive; it maintains creativity and rigour 
in all its work,’ says Zeev Aram, co-founder 
and director of The Aram Gallery and  
a long-term friend of Lord Foster.

Part of the Industrial Design studio’s 
success is due to the fact that it has a solid 
structure backing it, and a wealth of 
experience it can draw from, with teams 
feeding each other throughout projects.  
But it’s also rooted in a freedom and lack  
of precise aesthetic rules. ‘Lurking in there, 
there must be a kind of aesthetic’, concedes 
Nelson. ‘It’s not minimal but it’s kind of 
reduced, doing things so everything counts. 
Whether it’s a product or it’s a building, 
everything is there for a reason and must 
makes sense: I suppose that might be a 
guiding force for us.’ ∂
‘Craft + Manufacture: Industrial Design by Foster 
+ Partners’, 12 May – 2 July, The Aram Gallery, 110 
Drury Lane, London WC2, thearamgallery.org

THE ‘DOT’ HANGING LAMP, WITH ITS 

SEEMINGLY FLOATING DISCS, AND 

THE GLASS-ENCASED ‘EVE’ LAMP 

BOTH GIVE OFF REFLECTED LIGHT

‘NOMOS’ TABLE, 1987

DESIGNED FOR TECNO, WITH 

DISTINCTIVE SPLAYED METAL LEGS. 

FURTHER ITERATIONS FOLLOWED 

‘EVE’ LAMP, 2016

A CONE OF LIGHT WITHIN A GLASS 

TUBE EMITS A CANDLE-LIKE GLOW

‘HADRIANA’ TABLE, 2016

LAUNCHED BY CITCO AT THIS  

YEAR’S SALONE DEL MOBILE

‘FOSTER 520’ ARMCHAIR, 2012

WITH A SLIMLINE BACK AND  

FABRIC AND LEATHER UPHOLSTERY, 

FOR WALTER KNOLL

‘FLO’ LAMP, 2011

AN ELEGANT, BARELY THERE, LED 

LAMP, IN DESK AND FLOOR VERSIONS

INSIDE STORY
‘CRAFT + MANUFACTURE’ AT THE ARAM 

GALLERY SHOWCASES FOSTER + PARTNERS’ 

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN PAST AND PRESENT

SEE THE LIGHTS
THE SHOW ALSO FEATURES THE PRACTICE’S 

LIGHTING PROJECTS FOR LUMINA,  

INCLUDING THE TWO NEW LAUNCHES

‘CATHAY SOLUS’ CHAIR, 2011

DEVELOPED WITH 

POLTRONA FRAU FOR 

CATHAY PACIFIC  

LOUNGES AT HONG 

INTERNATIONAL  

AIRPORT

‘DOT’ LAMP, 2016

THE SLEEK, SUBTLE BUT 

HIGH-TECH DESIGN 

PRODUCES GLARE-FREE 

ILLUMINATION

ILLUSTRATOR: JOSHUA CHECKLEY∑072
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carandache.com

Belinda Bencic, Swiss tennis player
Ambassador of Caran d’Ache

ECRIDOR Match Point

closer to victory

Ambassador of Caran d’Ache Belinda Bencic
proudly presents �       Match Point, 
the latest crea� on to the �       collec� on.
Inspired by excellence and beau�  in sport, 
the new ballpoint pen celebrates the art of 
precision en� aving.



HigH cHair
The world’s most 

luxurious aeroplane seat

Fjord transit
Peter Zumthor 

hits the trail in Norway

on tHe grid
Are electric cars 

about to take off?

photography: arnaud pyvka

travel & transport
We’re warming our jets, floating our boats and recharging our batteries



Cabin
crew

hermès’ bespoke service offers the ultimate  
                 aeronautical upgrade, whatever your flight of fancy

photography: arnaud pyvka  fashion: jason hughes  Writer: nick vinson
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this page, a model of 

a falcon jet used to 

illustrate upholstering 

possibilities to clients

jacket, £1,560; top, £700; 

trousers, £350; shoes, £670, 

all by hermÈs. socks, £12, 

by falke, falke.com

opposite, hermÈs’ fully  

reclinable seats for  

a client’s airbus a319

Model: Tobias Lundh  

at SUPA 

Grooming: Roberto Pagnini  

at Airport Agency

077∑



Picture for a moment an Airbus A319, with a  
36m wing span and 24m-long cabin, a wide-body jet 
usually configured with between 124 and 156 seats. 
Then think of the same cabin with just 17 single seats, 
two three-seater sofas and one four-seater sofa. One 
sofa, in the bedroom, converts to a full-sized bed.  
The seats are completely redesigned over an existing 
metal frame that allows them to recline fully to flat 
beds, are immaculately upholstered in Hermès leather 
and fabrics, and feature a flush pocket detail to take  
a tablet or a magazine. 

This private jet is no fantasy. The design, build and 
finish of its seats, sofas, lighting and interior textiles is 
the latest commission of a special department within 
Hermès, known as Hermès Horizons.

Hermès’ more usual special orders – for its bags, 
small leather goods, clothing, saddles and harnesses – 
are handmade at its workshops at 24 Faubourg Saint-
Honoré, Paris. But out in Pantin, north-east of the city 
centre, in a vast hangar-like space that used to be for 
film sets, and near the brand’s Cité des Métiers Hermès 
workshops, a 30-strong team of designers, engineers 
and craftsmen build and deliver dreams. 

A horse has galloped at the heart of Hermès since 
1837, when the very first bespoke harnesses and saddles 
were produced. While equestrian requisites remain  

ever popular, the transport of choice for people on  
the move today is more likely to be by road, air or sea.  
So Hermès now provides a fully bespoke and highly 
specialist service in automotive, aeronautical and 
nautical design, offering unique interiors and finishing. 

Recent commissions include the interior of an 
Aston Martin DB4, a streamlined 1936 C28 Aerosport 
Avion-Voisin, a Falcon 7X and another A319 last year,  
a 26m Wally motor yacht, a speed boat and a yacht 
tender and, my personal favourite, the fit-out of a pair 
of low-tech and relatively low-key 12m wooden-hulled 
beach boats, currently being used to idle away summer 
days in the Mediterranean. Once the design is 
complete, Hermès’ team liaises with the client’s own 
boat builders, airline manufacturers or the aeronautic 
finishing centres.

Until recently, Hermès collaborated with specialist 
partners to create limited series. It worked with  
Wally on the Why Wally Hermès Yacht; Smart on  
the Fortwo édition Toile car; Eurocopter on the 
Hélicoptère par Hermès; and Yamaha on the Yamaha 
VMAX by Hermès. But today the focus is on truly 
bespoke commissions. 

Hermès acts as creator, engineer and artisan – you 
bring the dream. Just don’t forget the credit card. ∂
hermes.com

FINISHING ON THE A319  
SEATS FOR A PRIVATE CLIENT 
INCLUDES HERMÈS’ GOLD  
BULL CALF LEATHER ON THE 
SEATING (ABOVE LEFT) AND  
A FLUSH TABLET POCKET 
(ABOVE RIGHT), IN NATURAL 
TOILE H AND GOLD BULL CALF 
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Tesla Model s P90dl

the lAtest version sAW  

A quArter of A million 

Pre-orders in Just A feW 

dAys this APril

Morgan eV3

A sPorty oPtion comBining 

modern technology With 

clAssic good looks
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Power Play
As manufacturers vie to bring the electric car  

into the mainstream, who is leading the charge?

PhotogrAPhy: greg White  Writer: JonAthAn Bell

lighTning gT

An elegAnt chAllenger,  

in develoPment since 2009



www.bulthaup.com

At home with perfection.

Created with minimalistic form for maximum impact.



            n the course of just a few days at the 
start of April 2016, over a quarter of a million 
people put down $1,000 deposits to secure a 
place in a queue to buy a new car. It was a car 
they had never driven, let alone experienced 
in the metal, and first deliveries were some 18 
months away. The reveal of the Tesla Model 3, 
the fourth model from the Californian car 
company, was a masterclass in stoking 
expectation. An overwhelmingly positive 
media narrative hailed the Model 3 as the 21st 
century’s Model T Ford, the vehicle to finally 
bring electric cars (EVs) into the mainstream. 

The truth is inevitably more complicated. 
The electric car has arrived, and the 
technology keeps on improving, but the EV 
market is still tiny. Tesla’s 50,000+ sales in 
2015 stand in contrast to global car sales of  
72 million. The Model 3 will undoubtedly 
bolster these numbers, yet there will be limits 
to how fast those orders can be fulfilled. 

EV ownership is still, first and foremost,  
a statement – having made the commitment, 
owners are naturally willing to make the 
compromises and emphasise the advantages. 
It’s also a collective mindset, for suddenly a 

whole network comes into play: the charge 
points, the mobile grid, combining home plug 
sockets with sustainable power generation, 
deploying autonomous driving functions. 
Electric-car ownership implies political 
awareness, on both a local and global level. 

The ‘crusading’ element of ownership will 
inevitably be diluted by a larger market share. 
Tesla’s high media standing is due in large part 
to Elon Musk, a charismatic CEO, who seems 
to have inherited the role once filled by Steve 
Jobs – an evangelical technocrat with a vision 
and the funds to fulfil it. Tesla’s products 
inspire Apple-like levels of rabid loyalty (and 
equally strong opposition). The Model 3’s 
chief attraction is price; the base level of 
$35,000 and range of over 200 miles seems to 
have been reached without compromising the 
company’s design or technology ethos. 

The Model 3 faces competition from 
Chevrolet’s forthcoming Bolt and the next 
generation Nissan Leaf. Tesla can still trade 
off status and seduction in a way that Nissan 
or Chevrolet struggle to do, but logic and 
economics dictate that the true electric 
Model T will emerge from markets such »  

Morgan EV3

As chArActerful As 

ever, despite A new 

mode of operAtion

I EVs for ALL

right now, EVs ArE An ExpEnsiVE 

gAmE to bE in. manufacturers are 

spending tens of billions of dollars to 

bring their electric fleets up to scratch, 

with cars such as the Bmw i3, nissan leaf, 

renault Zoe and twizy, ford focus,  

Kia soul, volkswagen e-Golf and e-up! 

showing potential. in china, BYd Auto  

is gearing up to become a major player, 

while status-symbol cars like the model 3 

have projected annual sales of half a 

million cars expected by the next decade.

thE fUtUrE 

mAny tEsLA modEL s ExAmpLEs 

foUnd thEir wAy into thE r&d 

departments of major car companies,  

but no one has yet brought an equivalent 

rival to market – a sign of how advanced 

tesla could be without the constraint  

of legacy product. could another 

competitor emerge? pundits point to 

start-ups such as nextev, faraday future 

and Atieva, all of which splice a slick  

west coast tech-start-up sensibility with 

hundreds of millions of dollars of seed 

capital. the challenge is coming, whether 

led by old names or new blood.
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as India and China, where political will is 
stronger than consumer desire. Unlike 
smartphones, the true game-changing EV 
will not be a premium product. 

Around 200,000 EVs and plug-in hybrids 
(PHEVs) were sold in China last year, many 
of which were locally made models not on 
sale in the West. China’s unique combination 
of free market and autocracy means that  
top-down dictates have an immediate impact 
on buying habits. Annual sales of all EVs 
could exceed two million by 2020. 

Progress might not be so rapid in the West. 
Without the smog-shrouded urban landscape 
and low prices, the carrots are rather more 
enticing than the sticks at the moment. As 
long as EVs remain emotive purchases, rather 
than practical ones, any legislative stick-
waving is likely to face stiff opposition. 

But the signs are there. In March it was 
reported that the Netherlands was mulling 
over a plan to ban non-EV sales by 2025, and 
Indian legislators are reportedly looking at 
2030 as a practical cut-off to switch to an all-
electric fleet. The first major city to ban the 
internal combustion engine will probably 
face lawsuits from car-makers, owners, 
garages, businesses and private owners. But 
then opposition will start to dwindle. By the 
time the hundredth city closes its roads to 
fossil fuels, it will be a non-issue. 

Inevitably, electric cars are yet another 
facet of modern life that invites heated 
debate. Read any forum about EVs and you’ll 
find savage vitriol from all sides. The first 
hybrids were loss-leaders, expensive rolling 
beta tests that were both tech demonstrators 

and celeb-friendly anti-status symbols. 
Toyota’s Prius has long since been relegated 
to being the car of Uber drivers and frugal 
retirees, allowing Tesla to rule the roost for 
now, just as BMW did 18 months ago with its 
‘i’ cars. Tesla invests heavily in R&D but has 
yet to turn a profit. Detractors cite limited 
range, the absence of infrastructure, an  
over-reliance on subsidies and the unforeseen 
impact on global electricity demand as 
serious strikes against the EV’s future.

For every new electric car owner, there’s  
a learning curve, but most swiftly become 
proselytising converts. We’re converts too, for 
the most part, but bigger questions arise with 
wider take-up. Will charge points multiply as 
EV sales increase? Will tempting tax breaks 
and subsidies continue to offset the high cost 
of batteries? Will the urban landscape start to 
change as traditional gas stations and garages 
close in favour of a hub-and-spoke network of 
charge stations? Will electricity consumption 
spike ever upwards? 

Paradoxically, EVs won’t change the most 
problematic aspects of the car industry – how 
one car per person leads to gridlocked streets 
and vast swathes of the world given over  
to roads and parking. Most troublingly of  
all for car-makers, the Millennial generation 
could skip conventional cars altogether, 
instead choosing to embrace some future 
autonomous-Uber mash-up that would make 
private car ownership an anachronism. For all 
this investment, innovation and disruption, 
EVs could just result in another form of the 
status quo. And most manufacturers, we 
suspect, won’t have a problem with that. ∂

SPORTS EVs

EVs aRE PERfEcT fOR SPEEd – Tesla’s 

notorious ‘Ludicrous’ mode takes the 

Model S to 60mph faster than most 

supercars, but a few laps sends batteries 

plummeting into the red. The same 

neck-snapping acceleration is available on 

the newer Model X, the gull-winged SUV 

that’s the current must-have EV. For now, 

range and price still stymies the sporting 

EVs you can buy, from Audi’s R8 e-tron  

to the Mercedes SLS AMG Electric Drive. 

At the other extreme, Morgan’s EV3 

splices the British marque’s lightweight 

heritage with electric motors to make an 

engagingly quick machine that loses none 

of its character. There’s also the elegantly 

beautiful Lightning GT, another all-British 

challenger that has been in development 

since 2009. In America, Renovo offers  

the Coupe, a half-million-dollar replica  

of the classic Shelby Daytona, with the 

all-American V8 swapped out for a bank 

of batteries. When Faraday Future 

wanted to make a big debut, it showed 

the FFZero1, a decadent sports concept 

and even Tesla has hinted at a future 

sports model, although not until the next 

decade. The Dendrobium is an electric 

hypercar from Singapore’s Vanda Electric, 

aimed squarely at the elite end of the 

market, while perhaps most credible  

of all is Porsche’s long-awaited Tesla 

challenger, previewed in this year’s 

Mission E concept.

Tesla Model s P90dl

PRoVISIon oF ChARGInG 

STATIonS IS A kEy 

FACToR In ThE FUTURE 

UPTAkE oF EVS

LUXURY EVs

OnE SizEabLE EmPTY SEcTOR iS 

LUXURY – the first truly sybaritic EV  

will have the market all to itself. Back  

in 2011, Rolls-Royce revealed the 102EX,  

a battery-powered Phantom that was 

sent on a world tour to showcase the 

difference the switch from horsepower  

to volts made in the world’s most refined 

car. It’s inconceivable that the next 

generation Phantom, due in 2017, won’t 

have some kind of EV option. Aston 

Martin is already committed to building 

an EV and 2018 will see the launch of the 

RapidE, an all-electric version of its 

elegant four-seater. ‘RapidE is probably 

the most obvious and well-suited car to 

electrification,’ says David king, AM’s 

director of special projects. ‘The concern 

is, are you taking away the character  

of the car? our goal is to create an 

inter-city commuting vehicle that has a 

decent range, with performance that’s 

befitting an Aston Martin. no one is  

doing that in a luxury car yet.’ EVs also 

tend to avoid import taxes and other 

restrictions – essential for luxury brands 

seeking new markets. 

∑
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Dre am boat
French designer Mathieu Lehanneur reimagines life afloat

MATHIEU LEHANNEUR IN HIS 

PARIS STUDIO, WITH A MODEL 

OF HIS LATEST PROJECT,  

THE DAY BOAT, A LUXURY 

VESSEL DESIGNED WITH 

REFERENCE TO EVERYTHING 

FROM AIRCRAFT CARRIERS’ 

PROWS TO 1970S LOUNGES

PHOTOGRAPHY: ARNAUD LAJEUNIE  WRITER: ROSA BERTOLI ∑ 087
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           rench designer Mathieu Lehanneur’s 
new project, the Day boat, stems from  
a very personal vision. ‘I knew what I wanted,’ 
he says, describing his quest to find a dream 
vessel, ‘a 15m boat, as elegant as a sailboat  
but easy like an inflatable canoe. I was looking 
for a type of beauty that does not take  
itself seriously.’

He was also seeking enough space for 
friends and family to come together, and an 
environmentally friendly design that would 
use renewable energy. Not finding a boat on 
the market that would fit the bill, Lehanneur 
decided to design it himself and have it built.

The designer’s past projects range from a 
hi-tech collection of energy-monitoring 
devices for Schneider Electrics and the ‘Boom 
Boom’ polyhedron speaker for Binauric, to 
more organic design, such as his ‘Clover’ solar 
street furniture for Paris and fair booths for 
Audemars Piguet featuring replica boulders. 

His passions for technology and craft 
collide in what is his first boat design, one of  
a series of transport-themed projects he will 
realise in the next year or so. As he began his 
research, his walls were soon covered with 

details of aircraft carriers’ prows, wooden 
pontoons, traditional fishing boats and a 
series of flat Thai boats, which Lehanneur 
loves for their proportions. It wasn’t just 
boats that inspired him: ‘I looked at 1970s 
living rooms and couches,’ he says, ‘attempts 
to reinvent the bourgeois salon. There are 
many constraints on a boat relating to space, 
circulation and security. But I wanted to 
create a vessel that exudes a great sense of 
freedom and openness.’ 

Finally, Lehanneur also took cues from the 
functionality of military vessels, as well as the 
leather details of luxury fashion accessories. 
The result of this diverse set of influences is 
an elegant ‘sea lounger’ that combines a 
sophisticated silhouette with practical features.

The Day boat is a semi-rigid craft, 
composed of a rigid hull with an inflatable 
tube on each side. Lehanneur replicated the 
military construction because it allowed 
more interior space and design freedom. The 
deck features front and rear lounging areas 
(the former can be raised to let air and light 
into the cabin below), a circular recessed 
banquette space and a capacious cockpit. 

Lehanneur’s environmental concern is evident 
in the boat’s foldable, solar-panel covered 
umbrella and two Steyr Motors Hybrid 
engines, designed to optimise consumption 
and allow the boat to navigate protected 
beaches and bays quietly. 

Over the course of the project, Lehanneur 
has amassed a remarkable understanding  
of boatbuilding. ‘The transport sector is 
absolutely a field of experts,’ he admits. But  
he believes that technical constraints have 
gradually led to it becoming closed off to new 
ideas. ‘I have always loved working on issues 
on which I’m not supposed to be an expert,’ he 
says. ‘It allows me to have an open mind, to ask 
questions that experts no longer ask.

‘Instinctively, I designed the Day boat by 
imagining life on board,’ adds Lehanneur, 
whose sketching went hand in hand with 
visions of his children playing and his friends 
gathering around the central table. ‘This is 
the first boat I’ve designed,’ he explains, ‘but 
like all my projects, I wrote the life script 
before giving it its shape.’ ∂ 
The Day boat is due to take to the water in 
September 2017, mathieulehanneur.fr

THIS PICTURE, THE BOAT’S 

FRONT LOUNGING AREA  

CAN BE RAISED TO ALLOW 

LIGHT AND FRESH AIR  

INTO THE MAIN CABIN BELOW

BELOW RIGHT, SKETCHES 

SHOWING THE SOLAR 

PANEL-COVERED UMBRELLA 

RISING ABOVE THE  

SEATING AREA; A SUNKEN 

LOUNGING AREA; AND THE 

SCULPTURAL HULL

F
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outdoor furniture
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However hackneyed the phrase, ‘hipster 
central’ is still the most appropriate way to 
describe Maboneng, a once grimy, crime-
ridden area to the east of Johannesburg’s 
Central Business District that is slowly 
emerging as a vibrant, urban neighbourhood.

The rumblings started seven years ago 
when local property whizz Jonathan Liebmann 
bought and stitched together five run-down 
warehouses to form Arts on Main (W*176), 
a creative hub and studio space for the city’s 
bright young things. Now, having snapped 
up a further 32 properties, Liebmann is 
single-handedly transforming the precinct, 
one derelict building at a time, creating – 
as he puts it – one of the world’s greatest 
neighbourhoods. It is now home to the 
Museum of African Design (MOAD), a string 
of new restaurants, bars and cafés, and  
some pretty lofty hospitality and residential 
offerings – one of which is the soon-to-open 

Block 
tactics
Jo’burg’s emerging creative 
quarter Maboneng hits its 
stride with the launch of  
a new retail and lifestyle hub

Hallmark House. Earmarked to become  
the continent’s most desirable lifestyle 
destination, the 1970s industrial building  
is being overhauled by British architect  
David Adjaye to include luxury apartments, 
restaurants, a rooftop café and a boutique 
hotel. ‘Jo’burg is increasingly becoming an 
important city in the global art and design 
community,’ says Liebmann. ‘I see it becoming 
further entrenched in its role of being 
Africa’s primary economic and cultural hub.’

The newest kid on the block is The 
Cosmopolitan. A retail and lifestyle hub 
conceived by local artist and general go-getter 
Jonathan Freemantle and Liebmann’s younger 
brother Daniel, the venue is the result of 
the duo’s ambition to expand Hazard – their 
gallery in Arts on Main – and provide more 
space for their fledgling concept store, 
inspired by the likes of London’s Dover Street 
Market and Milan’s 10 Corso Como. »  

RIGHT, HAZARD GALLERY 

CO-FOUNDERS JONATHAN 

FREEMANTLE AND DANIEL 

LIEBMANN IN THEIR NEW SPACE 

IN THE OLD COSMOPOLITAN 

HOTEL IN MABONENG 

BELOW, THE PAIR ARE  

TURNING THE HISTORIC 

BUILDING INTO THE 

COSMOPOLITAN, A GALLERY 

AND RETAIL HUB; EACH 

FORMER GUEST ROOM WILL 

HOUSE THE BOUTIQUE  

OF A DIFFERENT LEADING 

AFRICAN BRAND

PHOTOGRAPHY: MARC SHOUL  WRITER: LAUREN HO ∑ 091
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ILLUSTRATOR: ALEX WALKER

‘We always intended to bring in a concept 
store element, which launched in our upper 
level space late last year,’ explains Freemantle. 
‘As a result, we were approached by a number 
of strong luxury brands looking for retail 
space in Maboneng. So we started looking  
for a building to house them.’

That building is a handsome Victorian 
pile located just opposite the art deco  
MOAD on the corner of Albrecht and 
Commissioner Streets. Designed in 1899  
by British architect brothers Arthur and  
Walter Reid, the former hotel is a rare 
architectural relic for the city and the only 
building by the pair still standing. 

In a bid to return the faded grande dame 
to her former glory, Freemantle and Daniel 
Liebmann have spruced up the interiors to 
accommodate, on the ground floor, a fancy 
destination restaurant by Dario de Angeli, 
the experimental chef behind the city’s Cube 
Tasting Kitchen, as well as a revival of the 
hotel’s original Lions Bar and a cluster of 
artisanal food offerings. Upstairs, the layout 
of the guest rooms has been retained to form 
individual boutiques for a line-up of luxury –  
and mostly African – fashion, beauty and 

homeware brands, including fragrances 
by Cape Town-based perfumery House of 
Godzawa, porcelain offerings by designer 
Frauke Stegmann, and indulgent teas courtesy 
of Swaady Martin, one of the judges of 
Wallpaper’s Best Urban Hotel Awards 2015.

Of course, remaining true to Maboneng’s 
guiding principles, art is at the core of the 
project, with a sculpture garden taking  
pride of place in the courtyard and a second 
iteration of Hazard gallery providing a 
programme of rotating exhibitions and 
installations that will feature artists such  
as Michele Mathison, Marcus Neustetter  
and Rodan Kane Hart, among others.  
‘There seems to be an overall uptick in 
cultural activities across South Africa,’  
says the younger Liebmann. 

Indeed, it’s this new cultural vitality  
that convinced Freemantle – who lived 
and worked abroad for 18 years – to return 
to his home turf. ‘There’s a new kind of 
dynamism and healthy irreverence amongst 
Jo’burgers,’ he affirms. ‘It’s a thrilling time  
to be here and to be right in the centre of  
the inner-city renewal.’ ∂ 
propertuity.co.za; hzrd.co.za

01. ARTS ON MAIN

Launched: 2009 

Jonathan Liebmann’s first development project, 

this creative hub comprises artists’ studios, eateries 

and galleries set over five warehouses renovated  

by local firm Daffonchio & Associates Architects.  

264 Fox Street, artsonmain.info

02. MAIN STREET LIFE

Launched: 2010 

A 1970s industrial building that has been turned into 

a mixed-use complex including apartments, shops, 

restaurants and the 12 Decades boutique hotel. 

286 Fox Street, mabonengprecinct.com

03. MAVERICK CORNER 

Launched: 2013 

A former car wash now housing offices, retail and 

dining spaces, with at its centre the King James XVI 

Ethiopian restaurant, a local landmark. 

Corner Albrecht/Commissioner Streets

04. MUSEUM OF AFRICAN DESIGN (MOAD)

Launched: 2013 

A 1930s art deco building revamped by Liebmann’s 

go-to architects Daffonchio & Associates, it showcases 

the work of the continent’s top designers. 

281 Commissioner Street, moadjhb.com

05. CURIOCITY

Launched: 2013 

The former home of Pacific Press, publishers of  

the ANC’s Fighting Talk, has been transformed  

into a hip hostel run by local resident Bheki Dube. 

302 Fox Street, curiocitybackpackers.com

06. MARKET UP

Launched: March 2016 

Soft drink manufacturer Goldberg and Zeffertt’s 

old factory is now the head office of Jonathan 

Liebmann’s company Propertuity. 

10 Van Beek Street, propertuity.co.za

07. THE COSMOPOLITAN

Launching: July 2016 

A new high-end retail emporium, housed in a 

historic building – the oldest in the district – that  

used to be home to the Cosmopolitan Hotel. 

Corner Albrecht/Commissioner Streets

08. CRAFTSMEN’S SHIP 

Launching: July 2016 

A residential and retail project that will include an 

extension designed by Daffonchio in collaboration 

with South African artist Stephen Hobbs. 

260 Main Street 

09. DRIVELINES STUDIOS

Launching: October 2016 

Previously a car repair shop, this residential and 

retail building by New York studio LO-TEK is  

made entirely from upcycled shipping containers. 

213 Albertina Sisulu

10. AERIAL EMPIRE 

Launching: November 2016 

This former 1930s hat factory is being transformed 

into a mixed-use residential, creative and retail 

space that will comprise eight artists’ studios. 

7 Sivewright Avenue

11. HALLMARK HOUSE

Launching: November 2016 

A 1970s industrial building to be overhauled by 

leading British architect David Adjaye to include 

luxury apartments, a hotel and retail spaces. 

54 Siemert Road, hallmarkhouse.co.za

12. TOWERS OF JUDD 

Launching: 2017 

A complex of 300 apartments designed in 

collaboration with Tokyo architect Keiji Ashizawa 

and inspired by the art of Donald Judd. 

22 Lower Ross Street

13. WORK + ART 

Launching: 2017 

The latest reincarnation of this industrial space  

will bring it back to its former glory as an office 

space dotted with interesting pieces of local art. 

35 Siemert Street

EXISTING AND UPCOMING 

PROJECTS, DETAILED RIGHT, 

IN JOHANNESBURG’S 

THRIVING MABONENG 

CULTURAL DISTRICT
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DO YOU NEED 

AN EXCUSE?

SUITE LIVING. Live it well in our suites and receive a  

special rate including breakfast and a local hotel suite treat.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT SWISSOTEL.COM/EUROPE

AMERICAS | ASIA PACIFIC | EUROPE | MIDDLE EAST WWW.SWISSOTEL.COM

WHY WAIT UNTIL A BIRTHDAY OR ANNIVERSARY TO TAKE THAT MUCH 

DESERVED SHORT BREAK? LET US BE YOUR EXCUSE TO PACK YOUR 

BAGS AND GET AWAY FROM IT ALL. LIFE IS A JOURNEY,  #LIVEITWELL.
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French dressing
Dimore Studio’s art deco flourishes add sauce to a Parisian hotel

By any standards, the Duc de Choiseul, 
Louis XV’s politically nimble chief minister, 
lived well – Exhibit A being his five-storey 
mansion on rue Saint-Marc in Paris’ then-
stylish second arrondissement. Built in 1791 
as the Duc’s post-retirement digs, on a corner 
block facing the Opéra Comique and a  
stone’s throw from the Opéra Garnier and 
the fashionable rue Vivienne, the handsome  
pile has gone through several incarnations 
over the years – most famously as the Italian 
restaurant Poccardi, where, in 1914, one  
Raoul Villain steadied his nerves with  
a meal before heading out to assassinate  
the French socialist leader Jean Jaurès.

By the time Nadia Murano and Denis 
Nourry, the owners of the Christian Lacroix-
designed l’Hôtel du Petit Moulin (W*85), 
took over 36 rue Saint-Marc in 2013 with 
the object of turning it into a bijou hotel, 
it was looking a little the worse for wear, 
its once stately grandeur hidden under two » 

this picture, the hotel’s 

new basement swimming 

pool and spa area 

below, the 56 sq m  

attic suite. the 1963 

‘angolo’ armchair and 

pouffe, by corrado 

corradi dell’acqua  

for azucena, feature 

throughout the hotel

PhotograPhy: SébaStien erôme  writer: Daven wu ∑ 095
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centuries’ worth of accretions and grime.  
A two-year restoration led by the Milanese 
designers Dimore Studio has transformed  
the building’s interiors with the pair’s 
typically imaginative use of fine fabrics, 
pattern and rich detailing. A glass-topped, 
trellis-lined courtyard has been carved  
out of a central room, allowing light to flood  
into the public areas, which are dressed  
in black and white marble, luminous Dedar 
velvet, Jim Thompson silks, and a palette 
of blues, blush and dusky reds.

The hotel’s 26 rooms mix vintage and 
contemporary furnishings and are casually 
varied in their permutations of bold,  
art deco-inspired palm-print drapes, 
burnt orange armchairs, Louis De Poortere  
rugs, Fontana Arte and Flos lamps, 
and Osvaldo Borsani brass headboards. 

The basement has been reinforced 
to house a small heated swimming pool  
(with a counter-current mode for laps)  
and a hammam. Possibly in a discreet 
acknowledgement of what happened last 
time the building had a restaurant, the hotel 
offers only room service and light snacks.  
It’s not such a disadvantage – the Grand 
Boulevards with their little nooks filled with 
brasseries and wine pits are just steps away. ∂ 
36 rue Saint-Marc, Paris, tel: 33.1 42 86 72 72, 
hotelsaintmarc.com. Rates: from €220

Above, A Prestige 

room, with curtAins 

in jim thomPson’s 

‘golden sunburst’ 

fAbric And A fontAnA 

Arte tAble lAmP

left, the glossy 

yellow units of 

the honesty bAr, 

with An Antique bust  

And ceiling lights  

by dimore studio 
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FLO IS THE RESULT OF THE FIRST 

COLLABORATION BETWEEN LIGHTING 

MANUFACTURE LUMINA AND DESIGN 

PRACTICE FOSTER+PARTNERS. FLO IS A 
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Shop now at store.wallpaper.com

€99

€910

€326

€1,950

€595

€308

€4,636

€512

€355

€199

Blooming brilliant spring colour at WallpaperSTORE*.  
Order online now for box fresh design deliveries



Departure info
Seeking swish isolation in the Alps, urban cool in Curitiba,  
hot springs in Ise-Shima and local colour in Milan

High impact

The words ‘family lodge’ may suggest  
over-domesticated dowdiness. All the more 
reason to applaud Zurich-based architect 
Philip Loskant for his work on this sleek 
47-room hotel (plus 43 private apartments) 
in the village of Melchsee-Frutt. At nearly 
2,000m above sea level on a peak that, in 
winter, is accessible only by cable car, the air 
is crystalline – as is Frutt’s complex of four 
concrete and timber cubes that Loskant 
describes as an ‘optimistic statement of 
how architecture and nature can become 
a fantastic whole’. The hotel’s exterior, clad 
in glass, stone and concrete, gives way to 
an interior lined with Swiss oak, while the 
spa is inserted into a stone-swathed cavern 
of polygonal chambers. A cinema, bowling 
alley, bar and restaurant, alongside the usual 
winter sporting activities, hold at bay any 
sensation of isolation. Daven Wu 
Untere Frutt, Melchsee-Frutt,  
frutt-familylodge.ch. Rates: from CHF230

  FRUTT FAMILY LODGE, SwITzERLAnD
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Batel hymn

Buoyed by an agricultural boom, with  
soya beans particularly buoyant, Curitiba’s 
good fortune is best experienced in Batel,  
a lively neighbourhood heaving with edgy 
art galleries, restaurants, glossy malls, 
gardens, and the Oscar Niemeyer Museum. 
The arrival of the Nomaa Hotel is one  
more reason to book a ticket for a visit.  
The interiors are styled like the apartment 
of a well-heeled creative, the warm walnut, 
limestone, marble and linen perfectly offset 
with a mix of furniture by Hans Wegner, 
the Eameses and Harry Bertoia, alongside  
a Fernanda Cassou chandelier and specially 
commissioned art pieces. The Gaya Spa 
offers an oxidant-rich vanilla body scrub, 
though we’re particularly taken by the 
fizzing bath of Chandon that’s followed 
by a slather of honeyed wine. All of which 
should have you prepped for dinner at 
the in-house restaurant, where chef Lênin 
Palhano sends out stylised plates of oxtail 
with corn marrow, and roast chicken 
with crispy corn. Daven Wu 
Rua Gutemberg 168, tel: 55.41 3087 9595,  
nomaa.com.br. Rates: from $130

  Nomaa Hotel, Curitiba, brazil

Colour injection

Affordable design accommodation finally 
makes an appearance in Milan, thanks  
to the collaboration between Spanish 
architect and designer Patricia Urquiola 
and budget-friendly hotel group Room 
Mate. Located a two-minute stride from  
the Piazza del Duomo, the 85-room  
Giulia is saturated in colour, with a whiff  
of a midcentury mood. ‘It’s new, fresh,  
fun and welcoming,’ Urquiola states of the 
interiors. The prices might be economic, 
but the finishings are top-rate, with most  
of the furnishings designed by Urquiola  
and custom-made by Cassina, where she is 
creative director. Following two openings 
in Florence, Room Mate continues its 
expansion apace. JJ Martin 
via Silvio Pellico 4, tel: 39.02 8088 8900,  
giulia.room-matehotels.com. Rates: from €229

  room mate Giulia, milaN

    Home Comfort 

Left, at Nomaa Hotel, walnut-lined walls 

and furnishings such as Hans Wegner’s 

winged ‘Ox’ chair help create the feel 

of a private apartment

    bolD moves 

Below, the Giulia’s guest rooms, designed 

by Patricia Urquiola, include her ‘Foliage’ 

armchair for Kartell and ‘Mesh’ table  

for Kettal, while grid-patterned Kvadrat 

curtains add visual texture

PHOtOGraPHy: ricardO PeriNi∑100
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Visit our new Moooi London Showroom & Brand Store!
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Following the success of its Tokyo property, 
Aman Hotels and Resorts has launched 
Amanemu in Japan’s Ise-Shima National 
Park. Offering 24 suites and four two-bed 
villas, the hot-spring resort replicates the 
ryokan experience, from the okami (female 
manager) to the private onsen in each room. 
Designed by Kerry Hill Architects, the rooms 
are sheathed in pale Japanese timber and 
feature art by the likes of kimono and obi 

artisan Genbei Yamaguchi. Izakaya-style 
cuisine is served at the in-house restaurant, 
with lobster, sea urchin and abalone featuring 
heavily alongside sake, shochu and vintage 
Japanese whisky. It can all be sweated out 
at the Aman Spa where salt-infused, mineral-
rich spring water is pumped into two onsen 
pavilions and a watsu pool. Ella Marshall 
2165 Hazako Hamajima-cho, Shima-shi,  
tel: 65.6715 8855, aman.com. Rates: from £688

    lying low 

Left, the bar, lounge 

and restaurant pavilions, 

overlooking the waters 

of the national park

Spring break
  AmAnemu, ise-shimA nAtionAl pArk

    nAturAl touch 

Above, one of the 24 

suites. Designed by 

Kerry Hill Architects, 

the interiors are in  

keeping with Aman’s 

signature, reductive 

aesthetic, featuring 

Japanese timber and 

neutral, custom-made 

coffee tables, sofas  

and armchairs
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ARTFUL LODGER
A pasha’s pleasure dome in Istanbul, 
downtown digs in Miami and a railroad  
hotel that’s back on track in New York

Just across the street from the Waldorf 
Astoria, the Barclay was one of New York’s 
original railroad hotels and a favourite  
pit-stop for everyone from Marlon Brando  
to Bill Clinton. Its muscular, 1926 Federal-
style facade, designed by Cross & Cross,  
is a familiar Manhattan landmark. Now part 
of the InterContinental Group, the hotel  
has recently reopened after a subtle revamp 
by local architecture practice Stonehill + 
Taylor and interior designers HOK. Brass-
studded armchairs, custom crown mouldings,  
bronzed lighting fixtures, chandeliers and 
armoires have been added to the building’s 
original features, making for a neo-Federalist 
fantasy. The $180m spruce-up will not alarm 
die-hard fans of the old Barclay, but the 
extensive investment in mod-cons and 
Caswell-Massey toiletries in the hotel’s 704 
rooms, alongside two new ballrooms and  
a suite of function spaces, will certainly 
please corporate road-warriors looking for  
a new bunker in NYC. DW 
111 East 48th Street, tel: 1.212 755 5900, 
intercontinentalnybarclay.com. Rates: from $379

When it comes to pedigree and location,  
it’s difficult to trump the new Hagia Sofia 
Mansions in Istanbul’s historic Sultanahmet 
quarter. Carved out of a cluster of Ottoman 
ambassadors’ homes on the edge of the 
Topkapi Palace, the hotel comprises 75 richly 
textured rooms and a private villa. The LA-
based interior designer Martyn Lawrence 
Bullard has parlayed his penchant for Middle-
Eastern exoticism, geometric patterns and 
lush fabrics into a 21st-century pasha’s 
pleasure dome. The illusion of Arabian Nights 
romanticism is reinforced by a number  
of conceits, not least reflecting pools, brass 
lanterns and Ottoman-inspired wallpaper  
to go with the mini-hammam in each 
bathroom. And if the views of the Topkapi  
or the Blue Mosque aren’t sufficiently 
thrilling, the subterranean spa earns extra 
points for its atmospheric setting in an 
original Roman aqueduct, as does the house 
restaurant, Sarnic, which is inserted into a 
cavernous 1,500-year-old water cistern. DW 

Kabasakal Caddesi 5, tel: 90.212 518 1855, 
hagiasophiamansions.com. Rates: from €400

For a luxury Miami hotel, proximity to  
the beach is pretty much de rigueur. 
Interesting, then, that the new ME Miami, 
the brand’s debut in the US, is betting on  
a downtown location that is within spitting 
distance of the Adrienne Arsht Center, 
American Airlines Arena and Pérez Art 
Museum. Local firm Zyscovich Architects 
and Spanish interior designers Proffetional  
and ASAH have turned the former Casa 
Moderna hotel into a sparky, 129-room 
retreat. Oak finishes, metallic fabrics and 
cowhide-clad Eames chairs are teamed  
with sexually provocative images by up- 
and-coming Madrid-based photographer  
Alberto Van Stokkum, while glimpses  
of Marmara marble remain from the hotel’s 
previous incarnation. The views are of  
the downtown skyline or the shimmering 
edge of Biscayne Bay. More sybaritic 
distractions come by way of a SkinC spa  
and a thick cut of filet mignon in the  
in-house restaurant, STK Rebel. Daven Wu 

1100 Biscayne Boulevard, Miami, tel: 1.888  
956 3542, memiami.com. Rates: from $359

IllustrAtor: eoIN rYAN

Railroad connection
  IntercontInental Barclay, new york

Power base
  Me By MelIá, MIaMI

Some like it Ottoman
  HagIa SofIa ManSIonS, IStanBul

20: ‘Caboche’ lights,  

by Patricia urquiola 

and eliana Gerotto  

for Foscarini, found 

throughout the hotel

679: Height in feet of the Marquis 

skyscraper, the third tallest in 

Miami, designed by Arquitectonica 

in 2009. Its first 14 floors now 

house the new Me Miami hotel

14: the hotel’s top floor, 

where the pool terrace  

is located. It offers views  

of landmarks such as  

the iconic MacArthur 

Causeway, the Pérez Art 

Museum Miami and the 

new Patricia and Phillip 

Frost Museum of science

3,220: stone tiles in the hotel 

lobby, mostly in white Carrara  

and grey Bardiglio marble

685: original door-plate 

medallions that were 

refurbished, while a further 

35 new medallions were 

commissioned. It took three 

weeks to install them on  

the 704 guest room doors

85: Hours it took to 

produce each minibar 

unit, custom-made  

by New York furniture 

company stickley

30: Brass lanterns strung 

across the ceiling of the 

hotel’s Fez café. Made in 

the Grand Bazaar, they  

are copies of the lamps 

designed to light the trees 

of the sultan’s gardens

40: Number of Martyn 

lawrence Bullard’s 

signature ‘lisbon’ beds 

in the hotel. each has 

been custom carved by 

turkish craftsmen

255: Customised 

artworks created for  

the hotel rooms. 

Incorporating original 

masterpieces they  

bring a touch of  

humour to the decor
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Aerial associations are everywhere in this new-build 
house in Incheon, near Seoul in South Korea.  
The aptly named Flying House not only looks like it’s 
about to take off, wind in its white sails, like a white, 
angular, oversized kite; it is also the home of a  
young pilot, conceived to embody the sensation of 
being airborne. 

The house was created by HyoMan Kim, of the 
award-winning Seoul-based practice Iroje KHM 
Architects, whose previous projects include a Tetris-
style kindergarten in northern Seoul, and the 
polyhedral Blooming House for a client who wanted  
to ‘live in nature’. The Flying House, meanwhile, was 
designed for a client who was working for the Korean 
air force when the project was commissioned (but  
who has since joined Asiana Airlines). When he 
contacted Iroje KHM, he was in search of the right 
architect to build a family home on a newly developed 
plot near Incheon International Airport, one of the 
world’s busiest flight centres. It is also where Asiana  
has its international hub. The client envisioned a home 
that would express both his own identity as a pilot,  
and that of his country. 

Translating these into architecture was no mean 
feat, particularly as these were not the commission’s 
only requirements. A ‘dramatic’ connection between 
indoor and outdoor areas, consideration for the family’s 
lifestyle preference of sitting on the floor in the living 
room, flexible areas, and plenty of green space were  
all important elements within the brief. 

At the same time, it was just as important for the 
architect to draw on his country’s rich cultural legacy. 
Kim, who also teaches architecture at Sahmyook 
University, is known for works inspired by his country’s 
heritage and often uses elements found in traditional 
Korean architecture, which he brings into the 21st 
century by using modern materials and abstract, 
contemporary shapes. He also made that his strategy 
here, infusing it with references to flying. » 

Pilot scheme
The Flying House, near Seoul,  
suits its regularly airborne client  
right down to the ground
PHoTograPHy: Sergio Pirrone  wriTer: ellie STaTHaki

THe Flying HouSe waS builT 

For a SouTH korean PiloT 

and PerFormS iTS own kind 

oF aerial acrobaTicS



Newspaper
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concave curves of traditional Korean roof design,  
again adding a modern twist by giving the Flying 
House a more contemporary, pared-down version. 
These dynamic curves, made from plastered  
concrete, proved to be one of the project’s biggest 
engineering challenges. The design took many hours  
of drawing to resolve and needed careful supervision 
while being built. 

Making sure the client’s requirements were possible 
within the strict budget available was a different 
challenge altogether, but this was achieved by using 
cost-efficient yet sturdy materials. The structure spans 
nearly 200 sq m and features four main bedrooms – 
three of them for the pilot’s family of four, and a guest 
room, which serves as a common space when not in  
use for sleeping. The main bedrooms are located on  
the first floor, while the ground level hosts the living, 
dining and kitchen areas, as well as a car park.  
The guest room sits just underneath the pavilion. 

With the Flying House complete, Kim is now 
focusing on more transport-inspired architecture.  
He is currently working on a large-scale villa, called 
Sailing House, along the Han River. It fittingly features 
a series of roof peaks that resemble white yacht sails  
in mid-float. Yet this architect is no one-trick-pony. 
More ongoing work includes a complex of affordable 
housing and a municipal cultural centre in Seoul. Both 
distinctly different, they feature more conventional 
geometries and make no attempt to fly or sail away. ∂
irojekhm.com

‘We thought that nature, earth and sky were all 
important factors in a pilot’s daily environment,’ says 
the architect. To help root the Flying House’s residents 
to the ground, he designed the living room using 
traditional Korean architecture’s ondol-style underfloor 
heating, which would invite the family to sit on the 
floor instead of chairs and sofas. 

A green, enclosed courtyard – which references  
madangs, the country’s multi-functional open plazas  
– sits at the heart of the layout. It links the family to  
nature while creating a clearing that looks up towards 
the sky. The building’s top is accessible, with gardens 
spanning the whole surface. ‘The roof will feature  
lawn and trees,’ says Kim. ‘This house will also be  
a landscape, a kind of architectural hill, where the 
residents can climb and walk around.’

A garden pavilion subtly juts out from the main 
structure, cantilevering slightly over the courtyard. 
This makes it appear light and ‘floating’, linked to both 
earth and sky, explains the architect, and is inspired by 
the outdoor structures frequently found in traditional 
Korean architecture. This is Kim’s first attempt at 
incorporating this particular element into a modern 
setting and the pavilion soon became a defining 
ingredient of the design. ‘It is the most iconic object in 
the house. It can be seen from every part,’ says Kim. 

‘We wanted [the house] to express symbolically the 
idea of flying, referencing the pilot’s profession,’ he 
continues. The building’s expressive form was created 
with that in mind. The architect drew from the 

THE HOUSE UPDATES 

TRADITIONAL KOREAN 

ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS, 

INCLUDING ONDOL-STYLE 

UNDERFLOOR HEATING  

TO INVITE RESIDENTS TO  

SIT ON THE FLOOR, ABOVE  

LEFT, AND AN ENCLOSED 

COURTYARD AND ‘FLOATING’ 

PAVILION, ABOVE RIGHT
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T H E  P U R S U I T S  C O L L E C T I O N
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	 f o r 	t h e 	m o r e 	d i s c e r n i n g 	l e i s u r e 	s e e k e r . 	Crafted for the demands  

 of a country sporting life, yet a perfect match for the most urban  

of pursuits. Exquisitely detailed waxed hide and eighty years of unswerving 

experience permeating the weather-proofed cotton drill. Rugged and refined  

in equal measure. e t t i n g e r .	to 	e ac h 	t h e i r 	ow n .



It takes a strong landscape to accommodate 
strong architecture. Ever since its inception 
in 1994, Norway’s National Tourist Route 
Programme has blended infrastructure, 
heritage and design innovation with 
landscape. To date, there are 18 established 
routes, criss-crossing the coastline and 
interior of this spectacularly beautiful 
country. The roads themselves are rarely 
less than stunning – when passable – but it’s 
the rest stops and attractions along the way 
that have elevated the initiative into a grand 
architectural experiment.

From the outset, the Norwegian Public 
Roads Administration commissioned 
architects and designers to create bold 
contemporary interventions in the landscape – 
often in order to enhance a viewpoint or 
commemorate an event or the history of the 
site. The steep-sided fjords, mighty waterfalls 
and epic sweeps of coastline can withstand 
even the boldest architectural intervention, 
from Carl-Viggo Hølmebakk’s sinuous 
Sohlbergplassen viewing point at Atnsjøen 
lake in Rondane, to the abstract scattered 
forms of the Kleivodden rest area in the 
far north, by Landskapsfabrikken and Inge 
Dahlman, and Todd Saunders’ celebrated 
Aurland Lookout. 

There are also historical sites along the 
routes, and these require a slightly more 
sensitive approach. The Almannajuvet gorge 
lies along the Ryfylke National Tourist  
Route, a picturesque stretch of road that 
runs east-west from just outside Stavanger in 
the south to Røldal. Almannajuvet was once 
the centre of Norway’s nascent zinc mining 
industry, a labour-intensive process that 
saw the ore dragged out of deep tunnels and 
thrown off the cliff. The resulting shattered 
chunks were then shipped to Wales for 
processing. Opened in 1881, barely two 
decades went by before zinc prices changed 
and these labour intensive methods were 
no longer viable. The site fell into disrepair.

The choice of Peter Zumthor to 
commemorate and celebrate this fleeting but 

important piece of industrial heritage reflects 
the pace and depth of his architectural 
approach. This was not a project that needed 
to be rushed. Construction started back 
in 2011, but discussions about the site began 
nearly ten years earlier. 

Zumthor’s work has always had a close 
relationship with material and construction. 
The Swiss architect’s early, rarely seen work 
was produced at the Department for the 
Preservation of Monuments in the easterly 
Swiss canton of Graubünden, where he 
transformed ancient structures with sensitive 
modern enhancements. This slow but steady 
approach is evident at Allmannajuvet, where 
Zumthor’s four new buildings are treated 
as a continuation of the original industrial 
architecture, only traces of which remain.

The new rest stop on the highway  
(Road 520) is located at the point where the 
crumbling rock would have been washed  
and prepared. Zumthor’s intervention takes 
the form of four structures. The café and  
a service building, which clings to the edge  
of a stone wall spanning the gorge, are 
rendered in a meticulous post-industrial 
aesthetic that reimagines the myriad 
functional structures that once scattered the 
site. All have long-since lost to the elements, 
but Zumthor has brought back dark timber 
framing and zinc roofs, with stark black walls. 

The industrial archaeology of the site is 
scarce, but by walking the trail picked out  
by the architect you see traces of what came 
before, with the new mining café intended 
not only for tourists but as a community 
space for the nearby town of Sauda. There  
is also a shelter, from where intrepid visitors 
can take a guided tour through the mine, 
complete with helmet and headlamp. The 
final element is the mining museum itself, 
perched on a grid of timber supports at the 
very point that the ore was once hurled into 
the void to begin its journey. Built by Mesta, 
the official government civil engineering 
outfit, the project is scheduled for final 
completion in late summer 2016.  » 

Peter Zumthor’s ore-inspiring tribute to the 
industrial archaeology of Norway’s zinc-mining past

PhotograPhy: Ivar Kvaal  wrIter: joNathaN bell

 Touching 
         the void
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expression of a struggling industry. The 
Steilneset commemorates both vanished 
work and vanished lives, its 125m-long 
internal space sparsely lit by 91 windows, 
one for every ‘witch’ accused and executed. 

Allmannajuvet is set in a very different 
landscape, with steep peaks and deep fjords. 
Yet just as at Steilneset, the attention to 
detail is key, with Zumthor overseeing the 
exhibits in the museum, helping commission 
the historical research and even, rumour  
has it, suggesting items for the café menu. 
Three new books on the history of the mine 
and the sensation of being underground  
will be available, a typically Zumthorian 
gesture that enforces the sense of the new 
architecture being bound to the history – 
physical and mental – of the site. The simple, 
refined detailing and limited material  
palette of the meticulously-shaped timber 
frames give a dignity and strength back 
to the mines, resulting in an architecture  
that’s inseparable from history. ∂ 
nasjonaleturistveger.no

RYFYLKE RoutE

01. Allmannajuvet Museum

Peter Zumthor’s zinc-mining museum 
and café will be completed this summer. 

02. Svandalsfossen Steps

In 2006, at the cascading Svandalsfossen 
Waterfall, Haga & Grov built an impressive 

walkway, an array of 540 steel steps 
that take visitors on a wet ascent to the 

top of the 180m falls.

03. Ropeid Ferry terminal 

The Jensen & Skodvin-designed terminal, 
on the Ropeid peninsula, serves as a hub for 

boats to Sauda and Stavanger. The 2003 
building was designed with great expanses of 
glass to open up the watery vistas to visitors. 

04. Høse Bridge

Rintala Eggertsson’s Høse Bridge in Sand 
spans the Suldalslågen River. Completed 
in 2013, the covered bridge is built from 
wood and weathered Corten and links 
the rest stop to a local recreation area.

THE STaRk BlaCk WallS, TImBER 
fRamES and ZInC RoofS of THE SERvICE 
BuIldInG, lEfT, and CafÉ, BEloW

Allmannajuvet marks the start of the region’s 
industrial history. Less than a decade after 
the mine closed, Norway had launched its 
first hydroelectric power scheme, a first  
step on the way to creating what is now one 
of the world’s most comprehensive national 
emissions-free energy network. It is also 
Zumthor’s second project on the Tourist 
Route. His work at Allmannajuvet creates 
atmosphere as well as physical form, just as 
he did at the Steilneset Memorial to the 
victims of the 17th century witch trials in 
Vardø, although the histories of the two 
sites are separated by centuries. In Vardø, 
Zumthor worked in collaboration with the 
late Louise Bourgeois. Set amidst the remote, 
treeless landscape of Norway’s uppermost 
reaches, the Memorial (see W*115) also took 
many years of planning and construction, 
working around the remoteness of the site 
and the extremes of climate. A long, majestic 
construction in a lonely place, it was designed 
to evoke the fish drying racks that used 
to stand along the coast, the architectural 
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ETHER design Patrick Jouin

project: Mix in Las Vegas by Jouin Manku Studio (Las Vegas, USA) 

credit: Eric Laignel

main office 

LEUCOS srl

via delle industrie 16/B

30030 Salzano (VE) Italy

tel. +39 041 5741111 - fax +39 041 5741321

project@leucos.com

www.leucos.com

american subsidiary 

LEUCOS USA INC.

11 Mayfield Avenue

08837 Edison - New Jersey USA

tel. +1 (732) 225-0010 - fax +1 (732) 225-0250

project@leucos.com

www.leucosusa.com



Opposite, VK-1 headphones, £299,  
by Aëdle, from WallpaperSTORE*. 
‘Grosvenor’ passport cover, £275,  
by Smythson. ‘Royal Palace’ platter, 
£168, by Meissen, from Harrods. 
‘Vinum’ whisky glass, £45 for pair,  
by Riedel, from Selfridges. Rabbit 
terrine, £35 per kg, from Harrods. 
‘Henshall’ corkscrew, £311, by Cedes 
Milano, from WallpaperSTORE*.  
Hip flask, £600, by Asprey. Morey 

Saint Denis Premier Cru Chaffots 
2010, £45 for 375ml, from Harrods. 
Silver and formica tray £1,575, by 
Asprey. Silver tray, £12, by Hay, from 
Monologue. Sourdough baton, £2, 
from Better Health Bakery. ‘Pao Fero 
Rosewood’ laminate, from £90 per sq 
m, by Oberflex, from Abet Laminati

This page, tray, €620, by Riviere.  
Sake set, £355, by Nousaku, from 
WallpaperSTORE*. Ruinart Blanc de 

Blancs, £30 for 375ml, from 
Champagne Direct. Platter, £30; 
plate, £20, both by Issey Miyake,  
for Iittala, from Skandium. Smoked 
salmon and roquefort terrine, £35  
per kg, from Harrods. Peter’s Yard 
sourdough crispbreads, £4 for 200g; 
quails’ eggs, £2.78 for 12, from 
Wholefoods. ‘Cosmopolitan’ bowl, 
£60, by Meissen, from Harrods. ‘Arlin’ 
bowl, £95, by Ralph Lauren Home. 

Castelvetrano olives, £17 per kg, from 
Wholefoods. Murano champagne 
flutes, £1,380 for six, by Asprey. ‘Dome’ 
bowl, part of set, £125, by Miranda 
Watkins, from WallpaperSTORE*. 
Fennel taralli, £4 for 300g, from 
Wholefoods. ‘Cuttings’ whisky 
tumbler IV, €120, by J Hill’s Standard, 
from Makers & Brothers. Perrier 
sparkling mineral water, £1 for 75cl, 
from Waitrose 

Good start
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Lap of luxury
Our three-course portable lunch, for discerning travellers, is tray chic

PHOTOGRAPHY: STEPHEN LENTHALL  ENTERTAINING DIRECTOR: MELINA KEAYS  INTERIORS: BENJAMIN KEMPTON

Main event
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In Taipei or any of the many other 

dynamic destinations in the series, 

from Berlin to Chicago, Copenhagen, 

Istanbul, London, Milan, New York, 

Paris, Shanghai and Tokyo, Wallpaper* 

City Guides uncover the most enticing 

architecture and the hippest haunts. 

Whether you are on a business trip or 

a weekend break, here is an insider’s 

checklist for the design-savvy visitor.

Print £6.95, $11.95, ¤9.95. Available at phaidon.com

App £3.99, $4.99, ¤4.99. Available at iTunes.com/phaidon 



Sweet dreams

Panama iPhone case, £125, by 
Smythson. Ribbed tray with 

rosewood base, £85, by Kaymet, 
from Harrods. Carafe, £58; glass, 

£48 for pair, both by Massimo 
Barbierato, for Laboratorio 2729, 

from Elementary. Bowl, £16, by 
Mud Australia, from Selfridges.  

Pernigotti Cremino Nero  pralines, 
6 for 150g, from Dufry  Store. 

‘Rainbow Tea’ cup, 29, by 
Mariages Frères, from Selfridges. 

Yoghurt almonds, £16 for 400g, 
from Harrods. ‘Carnets d’Équateur’ 

bread plate, £71, by Hermès. 

Lavender and honey mousse cake, 
£9, from Harrods. ‘Plum’ shot 

cups, £65 for set, by Tom Dixon, 
from WallpaperSTORE*. Remy 

Martin Cognac miniature, £5.25; 
Tokaji Aszu 2000, £37 for 375ml, 

both from Amathus Drinks. 
‘Butler’s Friend’ corkscrew,  

£192, by Cedes Milano, from 
WallpaperSTORE*. Hip flask, £80, 

by Beretta. ‘Oxygen’ wallpaper  
in 303, £79 per roll, by Brian Yates. 

Laminate, from £10 per sq m,  
by Abet Laminati

For stockists, see page 160
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  coq au vin

‘Ayam’ decanter, by Riedel

Maximilian J Riedel, the 11th generation 
president of the eponymous family-owned 
glass company, wanted a special project 
to mark its 260th anniversary. Committed 
to maintaining his family’s tradition of 
entrepreneurship and innovation, he wanted 
to create something new and exceptional,  
a manufacturing challenge to establish a new 
design standard for the company. Riedel’s 
inspiration came from the Ayam Cemami, 
a rare Indonesian black chicken with a sinuous 
silhouette, with the company translating  
the curvaceous shape into a double decanter 
that allows wine to be aerated both when it  
is poured into it, and then again when it is 
poured out into the glass. A curl on one side 
of the decanter could work as a hanging hook, 
giving it a further functionality. Because of 
its double aeration, it’s a decanter that works 
particularly well with younger red wines, 
such as a fruity Californian cabernet.
riedel.co.uk

  drink in the view

Wine Palace, Monte Carlo

Located at one end of Monaco’s Yacht  
Club, designed by Norman Foster, Wine 
Palace features a collection of 2,300 wines, 
champagnes and spirits, from all over the 
world, that have been meticulously sourced 
and stored in a bespoke climate-controlled 
warehouse. Bottles can be personally 
delivered in refrigerated vans to the private 
villa or superyacht of any client from Genoa 
to St Tropez, or bought direct from the 
boutique, which also features a tasting area 
and deli. Monaco-based architects Humbert 
& Poyet designed the space and have been 
mercifully sparing with maritime references 
but generous with opulent woods paved 
with bronze, copper, Versailles parquet and 
marble inlaid flooring. Favoured customers 
are invited behind a glass and bronze door 
to survey the store’s grands crus, which can 
be enjoyed in a private lounge that opens 
out onto a terrace overlooking the marina. 
winepalacemontecarlo.com 

photography: Sophie tajan  writerS: roSa bertoli, david paw

  balancing act

‘Tipsy’ bottle holder, by Keiji Takeuchi

Aptly titled ‘Tipsy’, this single-bottle holder, 
by Japanese designer Keiji Takeuchi, 
is manufactured by Portuguese company 
Amorim. It forms part of a series of objects, 
launched under the Materia brand, that 
experiments with different uses for cork in 
domestic environments, and the collection 
also includes a bathtub toy by designers  
Big-Game and salt and pepper shakers by 
Nendo. Optical illusion meets practical 
function in this simple cork stick, which 
magically stands when taking a wine  
bottle’s weight. Says the designer, ‘Tipsy is 
balance and art, like the work of a dancer.’
materia.amorim.com. The Portuguese wine in  
the bottle holder is Chryseia 2005, selected  
for us by Decanter magazine and available at  
caves-legrand.com
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DESIGN ROBERTO LAZZERONI
2015

SHOWROOM 
—  VIA PISONI 2 
MILANO
—  14A DEMPSEY ROAD
SINGAPORE
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Herzog & de Meuron’s Tate Modern extension 
opens in London Suzanne Tick’s textile story-

telling – p122 Raf Simons presents spring 
menswear at Pitti Uomo in Florence Fashion 

goes to extreme lengths in Madrid – p128 
Buying, selling and schmoozing at Art Basel 

and Design Miami/Basel A media mogul  
goes dark (and metallic) in Tribeca – p140  
Quebec City is aquiver over OMA’s Pierre 

Lassonde Pavilion We make space for quiet 
contemplation – p150 The Beekman Hotel 

debuts in Lower Manhattan Polly Morgan’s 
chicken livers with pear – p162

June is all about...
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Perfect foil
Artist Suzanne Tick’s new work for a Texan synagogue, 

made from colour-coded salvaged balloons, is a tightly-woven wonder

Photography Martin Crook  Producer Michael Reynolds  Writer Julie L Belcove

Art



New York artist Suzanne Tick’s 

latest commission for the 

Temple Emanu-El in Dallas is  

a tapestry (opposite) for the 

doors of the ark holding the 

Torah scrolls and is woven from 

mylar foil balloons (this picture) 

salvaged from the beaches near 

her Fire Island home
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                hen the art committee of Temple 
Emanu-El in Dallas first approached New 
York-based artist Suzanne Tick about a 
weaving for its new chapel, the brief called  
for a handmade work, as she puts it, of ‘silk  
or lovely fibres’. The Reform synagogue, 
the largest in the South, already boasts a 
weaving by legendary midcentury modernist 
Anni Albers on the ark doors in the enormous 
main sanctuary and wanted something 
similarly elegant in its new, more intimate 
Stern Chapel for the ark in which the 
Torah scrolls are kept. Tick – by day a leading 
designer of luxury textiles – is a master at 
the loom and has created scores of proprietary 
threads in silk, cashmere and wool for her 
commercial projects. But her art is a different 
story, and the idea of churning out a 
conventionally beautiful but kind of blah 
decorative work was less than inspiring.

‘It’s not who I am as an artist, and I went 
down that road with them for a while,’ 
she says with a flat Midwestern accent that’s 
a quick giveaway of her childhood in central 

Illinois. ‘I kept weaving things out of bought 
materials, which didn’t feel right. It had no 
lustre and it had no light. It was a struggle.’

Finally, sensing she was about to lose  
the commission, Tick asked if she could take  
one last stab at it. Working at her vintage 
loom, Tick stayed true to her practice of 
turning humble, discarded materials into  
art. Colourful and a little shiny, with a hint  
of metallic, the sample delighted, if slightly 
baffled, her prospective patrons. They inquired 
what it was made of. Tick hesitated before 
telling them. When she had initially sent 
images of her past work with descriptions, 
the committee was wowed by her unusual, 
textural aesthetics but a little squeamish 
about her decidedly unconventional 
materials, which ranged from plastic dry-
cleaning bags to her own shredded divorce 
documents. For some, evidently, Tick’s art 
is a bit like sausage: it goes down better if 
one does not know the contents. 

But Tick came clean: the weaving was 
made of deflated mylar balloons salvaged 

from the beaches near Tick’s weekend  
house on Fire Island. Strange, perhaps, 
but layered with metaphor apt for a house 
of worship. ‘My work is very much about 
transformation. To me, going to a religious 
service is about transformation,’ says Tick, 
who is Jewish. ‘It’s about shifting your 
thought processes.”

The balloons evoked the concept of 
renewal, as well as the many rites of passage 
observed in the synagogue. ‘Every human 
celebration that exists is being woven  
into this, from births to bar mitzvahs to 
graduations to Father’s Day,’ says Tick.  
‘All of these very personal experiences, 
unfortunately, are printed on these mylar 
balloons, which will never biodegrade.  
Which is another discussion that they had – 
 is this going to be a permanent material?  
I said, “Well, I did a lot of research, and this  
is one product that will never biodegrade. 
You’ll have this forever”.’

Rabbi David Stern, Emanu-El’s senior 
rabbi and namesake of the new 13,000-sq ft 

Left, Suzanne Tick 

sewing an ark panel in 

the studio of her East 

Village townhouse

Below left, a detail of  

the rolled-up panel

Below, weaving the  

panel on a vintage loom

Opposite, one of the 

finished panels next to 

salvaged mylar balloons 

sorted by colour

W
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chapel, which is being completed this spring, 
admits that, when he tells friends the ark 
doors will be made of mylar, ‘a lot of eyebrows 
go up’. But he has fashioned his own spiritual 
reading of Tick’s work and says her use of 
found materials, even litter, ‘declares the 
beauty of all things’. The balloons also speak 
to a playfulness that is as important to the 
religion as prayer. ‘You want to embody 
Jewish joy,’ he says. Stern notes that the ark 
stands in front of a glass wall looking out 
on a garden, setting up a fitting juxtaposition 
of Tick’s art and four majestic live oak trees. 
‘Outside the glass wall is nature’s creation. 
Inside is human creation.’

On an unseasonably warm autumn 
morning, Tick, petite and plain-spoken, has 
removed her bangles and silver rings to weave 
at her vintage loom in the basement studio  
of her East Village building (the upper floors 
house her thriving design business as well as 
her apartment). Typically, Tick waits for her 
staff to go home at night, then steals down 
to the basement. The work is slow-going:

an hour at the loom produces maybe an inch  
and a half of textile. The finished piece, 
consisting of a separate panel for each door, 
will be nearly six feet tall. Today she threads 
her loom with a mylar balloon she has cut  
in a single, connected strip, as if peeling an 
apple in one go. To add yet more interest, 
Tick alternates the mylar rows with unusual 
threads and varies the weave structures, 
or over-under patterns.

Tick collected the balloons over the course 
of two years. Her friends and their children 
also combed the local beaches for balloons 
over the summer, leaving them dangling  
on her fence. ‘I’ve gone out and gotten 40 
on a walk, especially after a storm,’ she says, 
against the rhythmic clacking of the loom.

After washing them thoroughly, Tick 
sorted them by colour. The piece mimics  
the order of a rainbow, with each colour 
gradually bleeding into the next and glints of 
the balloons’ silver backing giving a reflective 
quality. Tick kept a careful archive of the 
balloons, taking a photograph – a ‘mugshot’, 

she calls it – of each one. As Tick wanted  
the panels to join seamlessly when the ark is 
closed, she used half of each balloon for each 
panel. ‘The beauty of working with found 
materials is I’m not trying to control them,’ 
she says. ‘There’s this natural perfection  
when you don’t try to control things.’

It’s easy to trace Tick’s preference for 
found objects back to her childhood in 
Bloomington, Illinois, where her father ran 
the family business: a junkyard and scrap-
metal company. The Ticks were green long 
before the colour stood for a movement. 

Tick took art classes from the time she  
was three or four years old. ‘There was no 
question that was my trajectory,’ she says. 
‘There was always clay. I had a welder by 
the time I was 12.’ At the University of Iowa,  
Tick fell into weaving by way of printmaking,  
but once she tried the loom, ‘I couldn’t get 
enough of it’. She knew from the ads in her 
mother’s interiors magazines that all the 
important modernist textile companies, 
such as Knoll, Jack Lenor Larsen and Boris » 

‘There was no question that art was my trajectory. 
I had a welder by the time I was 12’ 

Art



Kroll, were in New York. But when she 
arrived in Manhattan, in 1981, she says,  
‘I couldn’t even wait tables’. So Tick enrolled 
in the Fashion Institute of Technology 
for a year, then took a job in a sweatshop 
painting paper samples of men’s dress shirts.

Her big break came when Boris Kroll  
hired her to design textile patterns. When  
she insisted on visiting the company mills 
in New Jersey to better understand the 
whole process, he made her his assistant. 
Seven years later, she struck out on her own. 
Tick cemented her reputation designing 
textiles for Knoll; she now develops products 
for Teknion and Tandus, among others.

Tick’s award-winning business was 
cruising along when, in 2007, Knoll CEO 
Andrew Cogan urged her to visit Marfa,  
the Texas town that Donald Judd turned into 
an art installation. The trip proved fateful. 
While there, she met artist Susan York,  
who urged her to take up her own personal 
creative practice.

When Tick returned to New York, she 
took York’s advice, using a vintage loom 
she had rescued years earlier from a storage 
closet at Knoll. A creative surge was a given, 
she says, but less expected was the fact 
that ‘it’s doubled my business, no question. 
When you can tap into your own personal 
joy, it comes out in a different way than if 
you’re just chronically working and working.’

Her first art commission was a happy 
accident: as a holiday greeting in 2009, she 
sent the scores of architects and interior 
designers who’d visited her studio that year 
intriguing card-size weavings. In homage  
to her junk-dealing dad and as a comment  
on consumption, she had woven dry-cleaning 
hangers. ‘A design director from a West  
Coast architecture firm called me, and she 
was like, “How much is that a square foot?”’ 
says Tick, who tried to explain it was not for 
sale and not able to be mass-produced. ‘I said, 
“It’s a hand weaving”. “What do you mean, 
it’s a hand weaving?” she said. “I want a  
whole wall of it”.’ 

Tick would need thousands of hangers  
to pull it off. To save the cost of hiring people 
to make rounds of the city’s dry-cleaners,  
who serve as recycling drop-off points,  
Tick enlisted the architect’s employees to 
send her their own. ‘I said, “Your firm has  
300 people. Let’s make this collaborative”,’  
she says. ‘I got a shipment every week. It was 
fantastic because when I went to hang the 
piece up, the contractors were like, “Are you 
the artist? I brought hangers!” To me, 
social responsibility is about having people 

participate.’ The piece turned out to be for 
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation in 
Seattle, where it now hangs between the 
founders’ private offices.

Tick delved deeper into her personal  
life for inspiration. After an acrimonious 
divorce from her second husband, she was 
left with boxes of legal documents. ‘I lived 
with the boxes,’ she says, before deciding 
to shred the papers and weave them in 
explosions of white. ‘I had to go through 
the transformation of what that relationship 
was and why it ended. I needed to understand 
because I just needed to heal.’

She titled the first version Pulp Fiction  
and showed it at Art Basel Miami Beach 
before gifting it to her divorce lawyer. ‘When 
I told him I had a weaving for him, I think  
he was thinking Navajo rug,’ she says with  
a laugh. ‘He’s not a very artistic guy. He goes, 
“What is that?”, and I was like, “Richard  
Meier wanted to buy this!”’

Using a lap loom, Tick made weavings 
based on moon charts, tracking the 
convergence of the end of her 16-year 
marriage, her father’s last years and her son 
leaving for college. ‘It was the trifecta of men 
exiting my life,’ she says. She recently helped 
her mother through yet another milestone, 
selling the house where she’d lived for  
57 years. ‘My mother didn’t throw anything 
away. I got all this costume jewellery, so I 
wove a thing with my grandmother’s pearls.’ 

Temple Emanu-El’s ark doors will not 
be Tick’s last project tied to her faith. 
She studies Torah with other members of 
The New Shul, a progressive congregation in 
Greenwich Village, and became curious about 
the possibility of weaving the parchment 
of a pasul (unfit) Torah. Though tradition 
dictates such Torahs are to be buried, her 
rabbi supported the project and even brought 
in four other rabbis to discuss the ethics  
of it. Their reactions ranged from aghast to 
open-minded, with one progressive rabbi, 
Tick recalls, suggesting, ‘it’s not about the 
Torah, it’s what you learn from the Torah’.

Tick plans to weave sections of the 
parchment with another find from her 
parents’ house, a hairpiece her mother had 
worn. It reminded her of a sermon her rabbi 
had given, referencing the Jewish teaching 
that death can be hard, like forcing a ball  
of wool through barbed wire, or easy, like 
guiding a strand of hair through milk. ‘I want 
to learn from it and build from it,’ she says  
of the Torah. ‘It’s all about transformation 
again. The more you touch things, 
the better they are.’ ∂ suzannetick.com

‘When you can tap into your own personal  
joy, it comes out in a different way than if  
you’re just chronically working’

Art



The ark panels in situ  

at Temple Emanu-El in 

the new Stern Chapel 

designed by local firm 

Cunningham Architects
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Photography Jan Lehner  Fashion Isabelle Kountoure

Going to great lengths at the construction site of a new museum in Madrid

AheAd of  
the curve
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This page, jacket, £1,238; 
trousers, £788, both by 

Calvin Klein Collection. 
Top, £395, by Pringle  
of Scotland. Earring 

(worn throughout),  
£750, by Chanel 

Opposite, coat, £3,715, by 
Prada. Top, £221, by 1205 

Fashion



This page, jumper, £595, 
by JW Anderson.  
Skirt, £2,210, by Gucci

Opposite, coat, £15,000, 
by Chanel. Top, £820,  
by Victoria Beckham

Fashion
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This page, top, £235; polo 
neck, £221, both by 1205. 
Dress, £2,150; boots, £1,345, 
both by Balenciaga

Opposite, coat, £2,450, by 
Dior. Top, £221, by 1205

Fashion
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This page, coat, £3,345; 
trousers £1,130, both by 
Lanvin. Top, £395,  
by Pringle of Scotland.  
Shoes, price on request,  
by Victoria Beckham 

Opposite, dress, £2,350,  
by Saint Laurent by  
Hedi Slimane. Shoes,  
£695, by JW Anderson

Fashion
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This page, dress, €1,300; 
trousers, €1,350; boots, 

€1,100, all by Céline

Opposite, jacket, £3,000,  
by Louis Vuitton.  

Bodysuit, £119, by Wolford

∑ 137
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This page, coat, price on request, 
by Bottega Veneta. Dress,  
as before, by Saint Laurent  
by Hedi Slimane 

Opposite, jacket, £1,625; 
trousers, £725, both by Loewe. 
Bracelet, £150, by Marni

For stockists, see page 160

Hair: Alexander  

Soltermann using Kiehl’s 

Crème with Silk Groom

Make-up: Ninni Nummela  

at Streeters 

Photography assistants: 

Bastian Jung, Jorge Galindo

Stylist assistant:  

Lune Kuipers

Model: Jane Moseley  

at Next Models

Casting: Beth Dubin

Museo de Automoción La Torre, Madrid 
A celebration of the automobile, and the 
location of our fashion story, Madrid’s 
upcoming automotive museum is suitably 
slotted into a plot between two busy highways 
on the outskirts of the capital. It was designed 
by architects Emilio Tuñón and Luis Moreno 
Mansilla, and is being realised by Tuñón  
after Mansilla’s untimely passing in 2012.  
Its round volume, seen in our photographs  
in sculptural, rough concrete, will eventually 
be clad in metal from recycled car parts  
when the museum is completed in 2018.  
The circular form is the result of the site’s 
boundary restrictions and also references 
historical public entertainment venues, such 
as Roman arenas. Inside, displays will unfold 
on various levels to transport visitors to 
different points in the motor industry’s past, 
present and future. Ellie Stathaki 
emiliotunon.com. For more about the museum  
and its architecture, visit Wallpaper.com ∏
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A New York couple plays with shades of grey to  
create cave-like intimacy in a Tribeca penthouse

Photography François Dischinger  Producer Michael Reynolds  Writer Pei-Ru Keh

Going dark
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The attic living area, 

featuring, from left, 

two ‘Stork Nest’ chairs, 

$12,000 for pair, by 

Démiurge; a sheep in 

cream lacquer, $9,750, 

by Robert Kuo; Luray 

Caverns, VA, 2006, by 

Victoria Sambunaris, 

from Yancey Richardson 

Gallery; and a dining 

table from Espasso 

with stackable chairs 

by Roland Rainer
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                              hen Norman Pearlstine and his wife 
Jane Boon decided to up sticks from their rented 
apartment in Manhattan and put down real roots 
locally two years ago, it was understandable that only 
something truly special would do. ‘We’d been renting 
downtown for a decade – first in Tribeca and then 
in SoHo, so we’d become very comfortable with the 
neighbourhood,’ explains Pearlstine. ‘We’d also gotten 
very comfortable with not having a doorman. Having 
a lot of interior space and access to private space on 
the roof were big factors. And we loved the idea of an 
old building that had good bones and a good history.’

Pearlstine, executive vice president and chief 
content officer of Time Inc, and Boon, an industrial 
engineer, shortlisted an apartment on a quiet street  
not far away, in a five-floor Ruskinian Gothic building 
dating from 1875 and designed by J Morgan Slade  
for soap manufacturer David S Brown. With a cast  
iron storefront and a robust red brick facade that 
features polished granite ionic columns, pointed and 
round arches, a Venetian-style arcade and a round  
attic window, the landmarked building is distinctive  
to say the least.

‘We used to walk past and admire this eccentric 
building,’ Boon recalls. ‘So when we learned that  
the penthouse, spread over the building’s top three 
floors, was for sale, it was a must to check out.’

Boon and Pearlstine worked with David Mann,  
the founding partner of the locally based design  
firm MR Architecture + Décor, to create the perfect 
dwelling. ‘I told a couple of other designers we 
interviewed that I had this fantasy of living in a cave 
and they sort of looked at me in horror. But David  
said, “Yes! I can live in a cave too. It would have to be 
exquisite, but…” And I knew that this was my guy,’ 
says Boon. ‘There are some real cave-like elements. 
The ceiling is painted the same colour as the walls. We 
didn’t shy away from dark colours; there’s a continuity. 

‘Originally, the penthouse was designed for a single 
guy, who I think liked to entertain his family, so it 
wasn’t really how Norm and I wanted to use the space,’ 
she continues. ‘David jokes that he turned this three-
bedroom apartment into a really great one-bedroom 
apartment, and there is some truth to that.’ Pearlstine 
was happy to give his wife and Mann carte blanche: 
‘Knowing David’s work and Jane’s inclinations, I had  
a pretty clear idea of where we were going. I very much 
like the dark look myself; a home is supposed to be 
enveloping,’ he says. ‘It’s a pretty elegant and pretty big 
cave. I actually love being in it, so there’s no complaint.’

Painted in tonal shades of grey, the elegant apartment 
is a restrained mix of modern furniture, contemporary 
design accents and science-inspired decorative features 
including floor-to-ceiling stainless steel cabinets in  
the dining area and molecule-like assemblages of  
Fritz Nagel candleholders in an alcove in the staircase. 

In the living room, two re-appropriated car 
headlamps, which flank a bookcase as standing floor 
lamps, were selected in tribute to Pearlstine’s early days 
as a staff reporter for The Wall Street Journal in Detroit. 

A ledge, located under the large round window, was 
built in to provide additional seating, while a glass 
skylight looms high overhead.

The kitchen, a cool, minimalist dream of metal 
countertops and appliances, is what Boon affectionately 
refers to as ‘a high-class morgue’. ‘Whenever I say that, 
Norm’s eyes kind of roll,’ Boon adds, laughing. ‘Quite 
frankly, Norm and I came out at the same place in a  
lot of instances. I’m crazy about the metal cabinets, 
for instance, and he likes them too.’ Pearlstine confirms: 
‘What I love is the carpentry and the fabrication of 
everything from the closet to the bookshelves to the 
brushed aluminum storage unit adjacent to the Espasso 
dining room table, what Jane calls “the medical lab”.  
I find them both beautiful and functional.’

Throughout the home, artworks on the walls serve 
as subtle references of their owners’ vocations. ‘One of 
the treats that I had access to thanks to Norm’s work 
was the Time-Life archives; my inclination was to find 
photos that spoke of industry or Norm’s work,’ explains 
Boon. ‘That included a fantastic image by Margaret 
Bourke-White of a paper mill, an aerial view of the stock 
trading floor, and then some more machinery things 
that excited me. We had them blown up and printed on 
aluminium. They really resonate for both of us: they’re 
technical and a little abstract, and also speak to the 
businesses that we have both been involved with.’ »

Above, Pearlstine and 

Boon, sitting on a white 

leather and hammered 

steel bench, $18,000, from 

Roark Modern, in their 

shared dressing room

Opposite, in the living area, 

the shadows cast by a trio 

of ‘Raimond’ lamps, from 

£1,251, by Raimond Puts, 

for Moooi, match the 

striking outline of the 

‘Stork Nest’ chair. On the 

coffee table is Omerta, 

$28,000, by Cesare Arduini, 

from Maison Gerard

W
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Tucked away on the same floor is a cosy den, where 
books, Boon’s desk, more collectibles such as  
Poul Kjaerholm’s 1956 ‘PK101’ sculptural candelabra, 
and concealed storage are located. Gauzy, textured 
curtains provide just a suggestion of natural  
daylight, but preserve the hideaway quality of the 
black-walled space. 

At the core of the home, a skeleton-like staircase 
leads up to the roof deck above, and down to more 
rooms below. One of the original bedrooms was 
transformed into Pearlstine’s office (‘I sort of have a 
cave within a cave in terms of my office,’ he says) and 
the other into a spacious dressing room that the couple 
diplomatically shares. Pearlstine’s watch collection is 
stored here in custom-built drawers. ‘The only thing 
I’m collecting at this point is watches,’ he explains.  
‘I have a collection of about 300; mostly American and 
from the 1920s and 1930s almost exclusively.’

The spacious master bedroom suite is one of  
the places where Boon says they spend most of their  
time. Flanked by a row of thin arched windows  

on one side and painted grey brick walls that reveal 
imprints of the building’s architecture on the others, 
the room is a haunting Gothic haven, albeit decorated 
with a Noguchi lamp, a Frank Gehry armchair, 
a sculptural cast-metal mirror and coffee table by 
Silas Seandel, and a pair of century-old optical 
instruments hanging above the bed. There’s also a ship 
captain’s chest, the last remnant of Pearlstine’s once 
large collection of chests, which Boon asked that he 
part with when they moved into the new apartment. 

‘A lot of this stuff is my doing, because Norm is just 
game. I like to joke: “Poor Norm, he’s living in Barbie’s 
dream house, except that Barbie is a mad scientist with 
a fetish for metal and black,”’ she says. ‘We took on this 
project not long after Norm returned to Time Inc and  
I would chuckle at the symmetries because we were 
trying to turn something kind of old and fantastic into 
something modern that we love. Meanwhile, Norm  
was at work trying to turn all these legacy assets into 
something people would really want to curl up with.’ ∂ 
mrarch.com

‘Poor Norm, he’s living in Barbie’s dream  
house, except that Barbie is a mad scientist 
with a fetish for metal and black’ – Jane Boon

This page, Doug Johnston’s 

Untitled (Navy Shroud)  

2015 cord sculpture, $6,200, 

from Patrick Parrish, sits 

next to a vintage vanity 

table and reupholstered 

Cassina stool in a corner 

of the bedroom 

Opposite, leading up to a 

roof deck and down to the 

bedroom and Pearlstine’s 

study, the staircase 

features an alcove filled 

with 1960s candleholders 

by Fritz Nagel

In Residence
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‘I like the dark look; a home  
is supposed to be enveloping.  
It’s a pretty elegant and pretty 
big cave’ – Norman Pearlstine

In Residence



A ‘Contour’ chair, 

$6,500, by Frank Gehry; a 

masonite table and bench 

(part of a three-piece set), 

2015, $5,800, RO/LU, 

all from Patrick Parrish; 

and an ornate standing  

mirror, price on request, 

by Silas Seandel, take 

centre stage in the 

bedroom. A pair of 

old optical instruments 

hang above the bed, 

which is covered with a 

‘Siberian Grey Fox’ faux 

fur throw, $309, by RH
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This page, in the library,  
a wooden sculpture, $8,900, 

from Roark Modern, and a 
steel chair, $6,500, by Jonathan 

Nesci, from Patrick Parrish 

Opposite, a stoneware vase 
by Éric Astoul, $8,000, sits 

on the Espasso table, while 
Mario dal Fabbro’s Desert 

Vision, $50,000, stands on 
the kitchen counter. Both 

are from Maison Gerard

For stockists, see page 160
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‘W103’ floor lamp, €1,000, 
by Inga Sempé, for 
Wästberg. ‘Bon’ daybed, 
£2,030, by Broberg & 
Ridderstråle, for Adea. 
‘H_T’ table, £5,184, by 
Claudio Silverstrin, for 
Poltrona Frau. ‘Bounce’ 
shade (adjustable light 
source not seen), $2,600, 
by Karl Zahn, for Roll & 
Hill. ‘S3’ sideboard, €3,278, 
by Kato, for Andersen 
Furniture. ‘Extra’ table 
light, £387, by Michael 
Anastassiades, for Flos. 
Planter, £30, by Conpot. 
‘Sfera’ box, prototype, by 
Kristine Bjaadal. Estate 
Emulsion in Cornforth 
White and James White, 
£40 for 2.5 litres, by Farrow 
& Ball. ‘Esteban 001’ fabric 
in Meringue, £103 per m, 
by Pierre Frey. ‘Norr’  
tiles in Vit RR 1, from 
€24 per sq m, by Mirage 

Space



Peace offerings
Photography Tobias Harvey  Interiors Amy Heffernan

We’re creating inner calm
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‘Oskar’ table, £4,872, by 
Vincent Van Duysen,  

for B&B Italia. ‘Can No. 1’, 
price on request, by 

PlueerSmitt, for Karakter. 
Alimentation print, by 
David Hockney, price 
on request, from Alan  

Cristea Gallery. ‘Akoya 14’ 
pendant light, $695, by 
Rich Brilliant Willing. 

‘Hedwig’ chair, from £1,609, 
by David Ericsson, for 

Gärsnäs. ‘El Dorado’ plant 
stand, £420, by Oáza 

Collection. ‘Icon’ rug, 
£1,316 per sq m, by Isa 
Glink, for Kinnasand. 

‘Hampton’ table, £1,893,  
by Éric Jourdan, for  
Ligne Roset. ‘Seven’  

plates, from £44 each,  
by Michael Sieger, for 
Sieger by Fürstenberg. 

Unspoken Spaces: Studio 
Olafur Eliasson, £60, 

by Olafur Eliasson and 
Carol Diehl, for Thames & 
Hudson. Multitudes: Hassell, 
1938-2013, $65, by Cameron 

Bruhn, for ORO Editions. 
Magnum Photos with Reda: 

150, €45, by Reda, for 
Damiani. ‘Lario’ sofa, 

from €4,586, by Antonio 
Citterio, for Flexform. 

Cushions in ‘Wire’ fabric 
in Cream and Eden, £63 
each, by Kirkby Design. 

Estate Emulsion  
in James White and 

Cornforth White; 
‘Norr’ tiles, all as before
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Opposite, ‘Cleo’ umbrella 
holder, £704, by Armani 
Casa. Side table, £2,085,  
by Staffan Holm. ‘Jellies 
Family’ glass, £9, by 
Patricia Urquiola, for 
Kartell. ‘Home Hotel’ 
console table, £1,964; 
vanity box, £926, both 
by Jean-Marie Massaud,  
for Poliform. Cushions  

Twentytwentyone. Estate 
Emulsion in James White; 
‘Norr’ tiles, both as before 

This page, ‘Deen’ armchair, 
£1,220, by EOOS, for 
Walter Knoll. Desk, price 
on request, by Kunsik. 
Jewellery box, £675, by 
Agresti, from Harrods. 
‘Goro’ glass, £27 for two,  

print, price on request,  
by David Hockney,  
from Alan Cristea Gallery. 
‘Rebecca’ plant pot, €573, 
by Thévoz-Choquet,  
for Bloc Studios. ‘Bollo’  
chair, SEK15,110 (€1,623),  
by Andreas Engesvik,  
for Fogia. ‘Theia’ floor 
lamp, £745, by Mathias 
Hahn, for Marset, from 

by Internoitaliano, from 
WallpaperSTORE*. ‘The 
Undercut’ coaster, S$7 (£4), 
by Kuru. ‘Shot’ vase, €42, 
by Scandola Marmi, from 
WallpaperSTORE*. ‘Leman 
Cashmere’ fountain pen, 
£465, by Caran d’Ache. 
‘The Potato Chip’ pencil 
tray, S$38 (£20), by Kuru. 

Pencils, part of ‘Crayons 
De La Maison’ pencil box 
set, £175; ‘849 Paul Smith’ 
ballpoint pen in Taupe, 
£35, all by Caran d’Ache. 
‘World’ clock, €48, by 11+. 
‘Cube’ stapler, £50, by Tom 
Dixon. Estate Emulsion 
in Castle Gray, £40 for 2.5 
litres, by Farrow & Ball
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‘Angles’ rug, £14,850, by 
Jan Kath, from Front. 

‘647’ stool, SEK16,000 
(€1,724), by Josef Frank, 

for Svenskt Tenn. 
Untitled, price on request, 

by Markus Amm, from 
Herald St. ‘Yang’ bed, 

£14,690, by Rodolfo 
Dordoni, for Minotti. 

Bed linen set, £153; duvet 
cover, £120; pillow case, 
£15, all by The Conran 

Shop. ‘Samba’ throw, 
£75, by Klippan, from 
Goodhood. ‘Lochness’ 

cabinet, £8,796, by Piero 
Lissoni, for Cappellini. 

‘Shrine’, £55, by Note, for 
Menu. Magnum Photos with 
Reda: 150, as before. Vertical 

Living: Interior Experiences 
by Yoo, £20, by Dominic 

Bradbury and John 
Hitchcox, for Thames & 
Hudson. Nightswimming: 

Discotheques from the  
1960s to the Present, £15, 

photographs by Giovanna 
Silva, for Bedford Press. 

‘Ruutu’ vase, £165, 
by Ronan & Erwan 

Bouroullec, for Iittala. 
‘Tonale’ vases, large, £75; 

small, £69, both by David 
Chipperfield, for Alessi. 

Estate Emulsion in Castle 
Gray and James White; 

‘Norr’ tiles, all as before

Space
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Opposite, ‘One to One’ 
marble-print mirror, €540, 
by Armando Bruno, from 

WallpaperSTORE*. ‘Lempi’ 
glasses, €81 for six, by 

Matti Klenell, for Iittala, 
from Skandium. ‘Dauphin’ 

champagne saucers, $100 
for two; ‘Hampshire’ 

silver-plated wine glasses, 
$450 for two, all by Calvin 

Klein Home. Sugar pot £54, 
by Aldo Bakker, for Georg 

Jensen. Silver-plated coffee 
pot, $2,500, by Calvin 

Klein Home. ‘Giotto’ tap, 
price on request, by CEA. 

Sink in Arabescato marble, 
£4,500, by Lapicida. Estate 

Emulsion in Setting  
Plaster, £40 for 2.5 litres,  

by Farrow & Ball 

This page, ‘Odette XL’ 
mirror, £380, by Studio 

G&R, for Gallotti & Radice. 
Wire bench, with ‘Window’ 

fabric by Kirkby Design, 
£1,850, by Dare Studio. 

‘Neron’ side table, £1,200, 
by Monica Förster, for 

Zanat. ‘Voie’ neon light, 
£975, by Sabine Marcelis, 
from Mint. ‘Marblelous’ 

ring, £174, by Aparentment, 
from WallpaperSTORE*. 
‘Lyylie’ box, from €239,  
by Katriina Nuutinen. 

Estate Emulsion in 
James White, as before

For stockists, see page 160

Set build: Cloud + Horse

Interiors assistant:  

Aina Franklinos

Space



11+ 
Tel: 82.1588 4781  
(South Korea) 
elevenpl.us

1205 
Tel: 44.20 7998 8470 (UK) 
1205.eu

&Tradition 
Tel: 45.3920 0233 
(Denmark) 
andtradition.com

A
Abet Laminati 
Tel: 44.20 7473 6910 (UK) 
abetuk.com

Adea 
Tel: 358.207 28 8620 
(Finland) 
adea.fi

Alan Cristea Gallery 
Tel: 44.20 7439 1866 (UK) 
alancristea.com

Alessi  
Tel: 44.20 7518 0909 (UK) 
alessi.com

Álvaro Accessories 
Tel: 39.02 7601 1209 (Italy) 
alvarogonzalez.co

Andersen Furniture 
Tel: 45.86 20 80 40 
(Denmark) 
andersen-furniture.dk

Armani Casa 
Tel: 44.20 7079 1930 (UK) 
armanicasa.com

Asprey 
Tel: 44.20 7493 6767 (UK) 
asprey.com

 B
B&B Italia 
Tel: 44.20 7591 8111 (UK) 
bebitalia.com

Balenciaga 
Tel: 44.800 051 7433 (UK) 
balenciaga.com

Bedford Press 
bedfordpress.org

Beretta 
Tel: 44.20 7408 4411 (UK) 
beretta.com

Bloc Studios 
bloc-studios.com

Bottega Veneta 
Tel: 44.20 7838 9394 (UK) 
bottegaveneta.com

Brian Yates 
Tel: 44.1524 35035 (UK) 
brian-yates.co.uk

Brooks Brothers  
brooksbrothers.com

 C
Calvin Klein Home  
Tel: 1.212 292 9000 (US) 
calvinklein.com

Calvin Klein Collection 
Tel: 44.800 7463 6499 (UK) 
calvinklein.com

Cappellini 
Tel: 44.20 7014 5980 (UK) 
cappellini.com

Caran d’Ache 
carandache.com

Carl Hansen & Son 
Tel: 44.20 7632 7587 (UK) 
carlhansen.com

Casalgrande Padana 
casalgrandepadana.com

CEA  
Tel: 39.04 2457 2309 (Italy) 
ceadesign.it

Céline 
Tel: 44.20 7660 0990 (UK) 
celine.com

Chanel 
Tel: 44.20 7493 5040 (UK) 
chanel.com

Church’s 
Tel: 44.1604 751252 (UK) 
church-footwear.com

Commune  
Tel: 1.310 855 9080 (US) 
communedesign.com

Conpot 
Tel: 44.7791 009935 (UK) 
conpot.co.uk

The Conran Shop 
Tel: 44.844 848 4000 (UK) 
conranshop.co.uk

 D
Damiani 
damiani.com

Dare Studio 
Tel: 44.1273 607192 (UK) 
darestudio.co.uk 

Démiurge 
demiurgenewyork.com 

Dior 
Tel: 44.20 7287 2254 (UK) 
dior.com

Dunhill 
Tel: 44.20 7385 8817 (UK) 
dunhill.com

 e
Elementary  
Tel: 44.20 3487 0980 (UK) 
elementarystore.co.uk

Espasso 
Tel: 44.7442 506759 (UK) 
espasso.com

 f
Falke 
Tel: 49.2225 926176 
(Germany) 
falke.com

Farrow & Ball 
Tel: 44.20 7487 4733 (UK) 
farrow-ball.com

Ferm Living 
Tel: 45.7022 7523 (Denmark) 
fermliving.com

Flexform 
Tel: 39.03 623 991 (Italy) 
flexform.it

Flos 
Tel: 39.03 024 381 (Italy) 
flos.com

The Flower Appreciation 
Society 
theflowerappreciation 
society.co.uk

Fogia 
Tel: 46.8 556 09 100 (Sweden) 
fogia.se

Front 
Tel: 44.20 7495 0740 (UK) 
frontrugs.com 

 g
Gallotti & Radice 
Tel: 44.20 7351 1384 (UK) 
gallottiradice.com

Gärsnäs 
Tel: 46.414 530 00 (Sweden) 
garsnas.se

Gayle Warwick 
Tel: 44.20 7493 5567 (UK) 
gaylewarwick.com

Georg Jensen 
Tel: 44.20 7499 6541 (UK) 
georgjensen.com

Goodhood 
Tel: 44.20 7729 3600 (UK) 
goodhoodstore.com

Gucci 
Tel: 44.20 7235 6707 (UK) 
gucci.com

Loewe 
Tel: 44.20 7499 1284 (UK) 
loewe.com

Louis Vuitton 
Tel: 44.20 7998 6286 (UK) 
louisvuitton.com

 m
Maison Gerard 
maisongerard.com

Makers & Brothers 
Tel: 353.1 663 8080 (Ireland) 
makersandbrothers.com

Maruni 
Tel: 81.829 40 5108 (Japan) 
maruni.com

Marni 
Tel: 44.20 7245 9520 (UK) 
marni.com

Marsotto Edizioni 
Tel: 39.04 5690 1001 (Italy) 
marsotto-edizioni.com

Menu 
Tel: 45.48 40 61 00 
(Denmark) 
menu.as

Minotti 
Tel: 44.20 7323 3233 (UK)
minotti.com

Mint 
Tel: 44.20 7225 2228 (UK) 
mintshop.co.uk

Mirage 
Tel: 39.05 362 9611 (Italy) 
mirage.it

Monologue 
monologuelondon.com

Moooi 
moooi.com

 n
Numero 74 
numero74.com

 o
Oáza Collection 
Tel: 420.775 377 119 
(Czech Republic) 
oazacollection.com

ORO Editions 
oroeditions.com

 p
Patrick Parrish 
patrickparrish.com

Paul Smith 
Tel: 44.20 7493 4565 (UK) 
paulsmith.co.uk 

 h
Harrods 
Tel: 44.20 7730 1234 (UK) 
harrods.com

Herald St 
Tel: 44.20 7168 2566 (UK) 
heraldst.com

Hermès 
Tel: 44.20 7499 8856 (UK) 
hermes.com

 i
Iittala 
iittala.com

 j
John Smedley 
Tel: 44.20 7495 2222 (UK) 
johnsmedley.com

JW Anderson 
j-w-anderson.com

 K
Karakter 
Tel: 45.3841 4131 (Denmark) 
karakter-copenhagen.com

Kartell 
Tel: 44.20 7584 3923 (UK) 
kartell.com

Katriina Nuutinen 
Tel: 358.50 5446988 (Finland)
katriinanuutinen.fi

Kristine Bjaadal 
Tel: 47.92 86 60 58 (Norway) 
kristinebjaadal.no

Kunsik 
Tel: 46.72 517 9293 (Sweden) 
kunsik.com

Kuru  
kuru-design.com 

 L
Lanvin 
Tel: 44.20 7434 3384 (UK) 
lanvin.com

Lapicida 
Tel: 44.20 3012 1000 (UK) 
lapicida.com

Ligne Roset 
Tel: 44.20 7426 9670 (UK) 
ligne-roset.com

Little Greene 
Tel: 44.20 7935 8844 (UK) 
littlegreene.com

Stockists



Pierre Frey  
Tel: 44.20 7376 5599 (UK) 
pierrefrey.com

Pinch  
Tel: 44.20 7622 5075 (UK) 
pinchdesign.com

Poliform 
poliformuk.com

Poltrona Frau 
Tel: 44.20 7589 3846 (UK) 
poltronafrau.com

Prada 
Tel: 44.20 7647 5000 (UK) 
prada.com

Pringle of Scotland 
Tel: 44.1450 360200 (UK) 
pringleofscotland.com

 r
Ralph Lauren Home 
Tel: 44.20 7535 4600 (UK)
ralphlaurenhome.com

RH 
restorationhardware.com 

Rich Brilliant Willing 
Tel: 1.212 388 1621 (US) 
richbrilliantwilling.com

Riviere 
Tel: 39.02 3359 1295 (Italy) 
rivierestyle.it

Roark Modern 
roarkmodern.com

Robert Kuo 
robertkuo.com 

Roll & Hill 
Tel: 1.718 387 6132 (US) 
rollandhill.com

 s
Saint Laurent  
by Hedi Slimane 
Tel: 44.20 7235 6706 (UK) 
ysl.com

Selfridges 
Tel: 44.113 369 8040 (UK) 
selfridges.com

Sieger by Fürstenberg 
Tel: 49.5271 4010 (Germany) 
fuerstenberg-porzellan.com

Silas Seandel 
silasseandel.com

Skandium 
Tel: 44.20 7935 2077 (UK) 
skandium.com

Smythson 
Tel: 44.20 7629 8558 (UK) 
smythson.com

Staffan Holm 
Tel: 46.709 144 587 (Sweden) 
staffanholm.com

Stepevi 
Tel: 44.20 7376 7574 (UK) 
stepevi.com

Svenskt Tenn   
Tel: 46.8 670 1600 (Sweden) 
svenskttenn.com

 T
Thames & Hudson 
thamesandhudson.com

Tod’s 
Tel: 44.20 7493 2237 (UK) 
tods.com

Tom Dixon 
Tel: 44.20 7183 9737 (UK) 
tomdixon.net

Tommy Hilfiger 
Tel: 44.20 3144 0900 (UK) 
tommy.com

Twentytwentyone  
Tel: 44.20 7288 1996 (UK) 
twentytwentyone.com

V
Victoria Beckham 
Tel: 44.20 7042 0700 (UK) 
victoriabeckham.com

w
Waitrose 
waitrose.com

WallpaperSTORE* 
store.wallpaper.com

Walter Knoll 
Tel: 44.20 7796 5950 (UK) 
walterknoll.de

Wästberg 
Tel: 46.42 284 440 (Sweden) 
wastberg.com

Wolford  
Tel: 44.800 2798 279 (UK) 
wolford.com

Y
Yancey Richardson Gallery 
yanceyrichardson.com

 z
Zanat 
Tel: 44.20 7751 5827 (UK) 
zanat.org

Peace offerings,  

page 150

‘Quase Mínima’ chair, 
£1,850, by Claudia 
Moreira Salles, for Etel, 
from Espasso. ‘Spotted’ 
and ‘Dottery’ cushions 
in Dusty Blue, £49 each, 
by Ferm Living. Futon 
quilts, £54, by Numero 
74. Untitled, price on 
request, by Markus Amm, 
from Herald St. ‘Botan’ 
bench, €2,298, by Jasper 
Morrison, for Maruni. 

‘Formakami’ light, £219, 
by Jaime Hayon, for 
&Tradition. ‘Pondicherry’ 
table, £12,726, by Jasper 
Morrison, for Marsotto 
Edizioni. Bronze bowls, 
large, $800; small,  
$300, both by Nancy 
Pearce, for Commune. 

‘Alfredo’ vase, £120,  
by Georg Jensen, from 
WallpaperSTORE*. 
Flowers, from The 
Flower Appreciation 
Society. Estate Emulsion 
in Dove Tale, £40 for  
2.5 litres, by Farrow & 
Ball. ‘Granitogres’ floor 
tiles in Rosso Laguna, 
price on request, by 
Casalgrande Padana
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POLLY MORGAN’s  

Chicken livers with pear

photography: Stephen LenthaLL  InterIorS: BenjamIn Kempton  entertaInIng dIrector: meLIna KeayS  wrIter: pauL mccann

‘Touch Me’ rug, £195  

per sq m, by Stepevi.  

‘Mami’ small bowl, £16.50,  

by Stefano Giovannoni,  

for Alessi. ‘Whitework  

No. 30’ Irish linen  

cocktail napkin, £65,  

by Gayle Warwick

For stockists, see page 160

That offal (in this case, chicken livers served 

rare) appears in contemporary taxidermist  

Polly Morgan’s favourite recipe should not be 

much of a surprise. For the artist’s work includes, 

among the stunning coiled snakes on plinths and 

members of the finch family slumped around 

picture frames, Myocardial Infarction (2013), 

featuring five lovebirds feasting on a resin heart, 

its blood dripping down a white display stand. 

After all, someone whose freezer may, at  

times, contain four years’ worth of garden birds,  

a cormorant and a chimp, and who knows how 

to skin a baby giraffe, is unlikely to be fazed by a 

hint of pink in the middle of her chicken livers. 

For Morgan’s recipe, visit Wallpaper.com ∏

Artist’s Palate
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